See NOW - PAY NOT

Yitifil AUGUST

MEREST IREI7
IC- 756PRO

FT-1 000MP/A C

FT- 90

The only new HF Base designed
for the millennium. HF + 6M 32
Bit DSP
RRP £2399 •ML&S £2099
Pay nothing until August then pay
balance interest freel
Or after August pay 36 x
£104.79 at 26.9%

Still sells well, despite its
advancing years.
RRP £2299 •ML&S £1999
Poy nothing until August then pay
balance interest free!
Or after August pay 36 x £86.79
at 26.9%

The smallest most powerful
mobile in the world. (Honest!)

IC 775DSPmk11

FT-920AF

VX-5R

Still the only 200W base with DSP
available.
RRP £2999 •ML&S E2395
Soy nothing until August then pay
balance interest freel
Or after August pay 36 x
£1 03.9E1 at 26.9%

Excellent HF & 6M Bose with DSP
RRP £1499 •ML&S £1249
Pay nothing until August then pay
balance interest free(
Or after August pay 36 x £54.23
at 26.9%

TM-V7E

The best selling hondie since
the FT-23. Except its got 2/6/70
& 5 Watts as standard.
RRP £359 • WAS £299
Pay nothing until August then
pay balance interest free!
Or after August pay 36 x
£12.98 of 26.9%

Excellent Dual Band Mobile
with remote head
RRP £549 • ML&S £389
Pay nothing until August then
pay balance interest freel
Or after August pay 36 x
£16.89 at 26.9%

-

1C-707mk11G
Sold more than any other 'mini
ham shack'
RRP £1249 •ML&S £999
Pay nothing until August then pay
balance interest freer
Or alter August pay 36 x £43.37
at 26.9%

TS-870S
Use one and you will see why we
have so few used examples.
100W HE.
RRP £1999 •ML&S £1499
Pay nothing until August then pay
balance interest freel
Or after August pay 36 x £65.08
at 26.9%

TS-570DGE
Without question the most under
priced HF DSP radio there isl
RRP £999 •ML&S £899
Pay nothing until August then pay
balance interest free
Or after August pay 36 x £39.03
at 26.9%

•
•
•

FT-847
The whole lot (160-70cm) in one
box.
RRP
1699 • ML&S £134 9
Pay nothing until August then pay
balance interest (reel
Or after August pay 36 x £58.57
at 26.9%

FT- 7 00
It arrived 3 years late but its very
good. 160M-70cm
RRP £1 249 •MIASS £959
Pay nothing until August then pay
balance interest freel
Or after August pay 36 x £43.20
or 26.9%

VL- 1 000
Buy this lkW solid state amp and
never buy another amplifier.
RRP £4690 4•SAAL&S £3799
Pay nothing until August then pay
'balance interest (reel
Or after August pay 36a
£960.320124.9%

NO DEPOSIT
NOTHING TO PAY FOR 6 MONTHS
INTEREST FREE PERIOD OF 6 MONTHS

TM-G707E
Still the easiest to read mobile
available, twin bond and
50/35W
RRP £329 • ML&S £299
Pay nothing until August then
pay balance interest heel
Or after August pay 36 x
£12.98 at 26.9%

RRP £4190 ML&S...

PHONE FOR
BEST PRICE!!!!

VC-H 1

FT-8 100

Issue 1

Dead line
next Issi
Mitts Ap

Hand Held picture
communicator. Hook up to any
Transceiver and send and
receive SSTV pictures.
£299. 95 • ML&S £279
Pay nothing until August then
pay balance interest freel
Or after August pay 36 x
£12.11 at 26.9%

A true Dual Band Mobile
offering simultaneous RX on
both bands.
RRP £459 •ML&S £399
Pay nothing until August then
pay balance interest free!
Or after August pay 36 x
£17.32 at 26.9%

TMD-700E

1C-T8 1 E

NEW!
Latest Dual Band mobile with
some very advanced features.
Built in 9k6 modem. KISS
compatiable, APRS. See web
site.
RRP £520 •AAL&S £469
Poy nothing until August then
pay balance interest heel
Or after August pay 36 x
£20.36 at 26.9%

Superb (and only!) QUAD
BAND honcho. 6/2/70/23
RRP £399 •ML&S £369
Pay nothing until August then
pay balance interest free!
Or alter August pay 36 x
£16.02 at 26.9%

1C-2800H
Ultimate Dual Band mobile with
built in TFT Colour monitor for

TH-D7E

Camera.

Still the only hondie with built in
9k6 modem.
RRP £319 .95 •A4L&S £289
Poy nothing until August then
pay balance interest (reel
Or after August pay 36 x
i\E12.55 at 26.9%

RRP £549 •ML&S £449
Pay nothing until August then
pay balance interest free(
Or otter August pay 36 x
F19.49 at 26.9%

FINANCE
EXAMPLE
All esamples du
lint include P&P

Cask Price Demoil PAID IN 6 M ON MS APR
COO NIL (199 tee.

02e08 .511i0
4
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PIM
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C46128
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140.142 NORTHFIELD AVENUE, EALING,
LONDON W13 9SB
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PETER HART'S REVIEW /A./ RAOCOM
Peter says 'It is outstanding value for money when considering that all the important
features of an HF plus 6 metre radio are fitted as standard with an electrical
performance achieved of some radios costing considerably more'.
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the DX70 TH packs a hefty 100W punch on all Ham bands 1.8 - 50MHz. It is backed by a superb receiver
With narrow filters fitted as standard. Make no mistake - this is a real DX operators transceiver ideal for use at
'tome, in the car, or for that portable DXpedition. General coverage receive is included and wideband transmit
Facilities for export customers. The detachable front panel allows remote mounting and additional security.
• TX - all HF + 6mtr
• RX - general coverage
150kHz - 30-MHz
50MHz - 54MHz
• SSB, CW, AM, FM & digital modes
• 100 memories
• Detachable faceplate and remote
mounting kit available
• Speech processor standard
• Narrow filters fitted as standard
• 100W output on HF & 6mtrs

50

off

• Selectable 4 stage RF gain
-20dB to +10dB
• Superb TX audio and RX
• Excellent RX sensitivity
• Full break in on CW
• All mode squelch
• Scan facilities
• CTCSS encoder
• Noise blanker
• Quick offset for DX pile-ups
• IF shift control
• Separate HF & 6M antenna sockets

PAY BY THREE POST DATED
CHEQUES INTEREST FREE!

R CDXC MEMBERS
D FOR ONE PURCHASE ONLY

023 92 662145

EVEIOR

• 189 London Rd • North End • Portsmouth • Hants • P02 9AE

Kenwood's TS-8705 gives you something called an Intelligent Digital Enhanced
Communications Systern.
Or to put it another way, you can talk to someone halfway round the w.-.orld and it'll
feel like they're in the room with you.

If you've never tried a digital HF transceiver before, you wont believe just how well
the TS-8705 can find a signal thats almost buried in noise. And because its made
by !Cawood, reliability- can he taken for granted, too.
Features? High frequency DSP fur post-If' signal processing. high-speed PC control.
automatic antenna tuner, a built-in K1 LogiKey for a full range of CM' operations
features, 100 memory channels...and that's just a taste. Your nearest deader has the full
specification.
Best of all, the TS-8705 gives you all this at a price thats amazing value. So you can
talk to the world without getting any Interference. Even from your bank manager.
For more information an the TS-1170S phone 01923 212044.

KEN'/OOD

YAE SU
NEW QUADRA SYSTEM AMPLIFIER
HF/6M AMPLIFIER
With Matching VP-1000 Power Supply
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SILENT KEYS
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Yaesu is proud to announce the new QUADRA SYSTEM H.F.+ 6-Meter Amplifier.
This new Amplifier is in a class by itself with state-of-the-art features such as a
full 1KW power output, Multi-Function Omni-Glow LCD Display, 4 Antenna Outputs
and 2 Antenna Inputs. This new QUADRA SYSTEM Amplifier is designed to match and
compliment the FT-1000/D, FT-1000MP and FT-920 HF radios.
These exciting new Amplifiers are now available through your authorised
Yaesu Dealers.
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11
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LINKING THE INTERNET TO HAM RADIO!
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CW FROM THE INDIAN OCEAN
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SABAH - THE LAND BELOW THE WIND
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G'S WORKED BY XZOA ON 160

36
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36

HOW MUCH IS THAT RARE CARD WORTH TO YOU?

40

160m EXPERIENCES

40

FEATURES
•

1000 WATTS POWER OUTPUT @ 220 VAC (500 WATTS ON 6-METERS)

•

TX Range: 160 — 10 / 6 Meter Amateur Bands

•

Large Dot-Matrix LCD Display Features The Worlds First Panoramic SWR Monitor

•

Automatic System Monitoring with VSWR Protection

•

Ultra High Speed Antenna Tuner w/ Multi-Band Memory

•

Power Supply and Amplifier are Separate for easier installations

•

8 x MRF150 Power MOS FET

•

2 Input and 4 Output Antenna Jacks for Versatile Operation

•

Direct Air Flow Cooling System for Efficient Dissipation of Heat

•

Automatic Bandswitching w/ FT-1000D, FT-1000MP, FT-920,
FT-990, FT-900C/AT

•

Size: (each) 410 W x 135 H x 410 D mm \(16 1/4" W x 5 3/8" H x 16 1/4" D)

•

Weight:VL-1000 Amp = 15 kg, VP-1000 Power Supply= 12 kg

•

Optional Mounting rack avaiable to combine the VL-1000 and the VP-1000

Please note: VL-I000 and VP-WOO are not sold separately.

ICAE SU
Yaesu UK Ltd, Unit 12 Sun Valley Business Park, Winnall Close, Winchester,
Hampshire 5023 OLB. Telephone: 01962 866667 Facsimile: 01962 856801.
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42
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PRESIDENT:

G3OZF Don Beanie

The QRP Component Co.

Mayerin, Churchway,
Stone, Aylesbury HP17 8RG
Tel 01442-262929
G3NUG Neville Cheadle
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EK4 memory upgrade

£73.50
£29.50

Iambic keyer kit
Touch twin keyer kit

£15.00
£27.90
£99.95

(Ns and BNC have captive pins-mostly
Greenpar Macom)

corn
01428 661501 g3tux@aol.com
PO Box 88.

Tel 0118-9724192

E-mail:

g3xtt@ line one.net

Peppard Common, Henley on Thames RG9 5HJ
AWARDS
MANAGER:

Tel 01902-843873
G3CAQ Bill Moorwood
44 Station Rd, Codsall, Wolverhampton WV8 IDA
E-mail: bill@g3caq.swinternet.co.uk

CDXC DIGEST
EDITOR:

G3XTT Don Field
(as above)

DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSUE: 20 APRIL
CHILTERN DX CLUB - The UK DX Foundation - Aims and Objectives
"The aims of the Club are to promote HF operating, to encourage excellence, particularly in DXing
and contest operating, through mutual assistance and by encouraging support of DXpeditions, the
issue of achievement awards, br by whatever other means is deemed to be appropriate".

Membership: Full details of membership are available from the Club Secretary (address above).
Subscriptions: The annual subscription is currently set at £12.00 for UK members, and £17.00 for

overseas members. The subscription for new members joining between 1st January and 30th June is 50%
of the annual subscription. Subscriptions become due on July I st in each year, and should be sent to the
Treasurer (address above).
Digest: This Digest is published six times per year. Articles for publication should be sent to the
Digest Editor address above) by the published deadline. Please note that opinions expressed in the
Digest are not necessarily those of the Editor or of the Committee.

Haslemere, GU27 2RF
Keys and Keyers

R A Kent
Pump kit
Pump assembled
KT1 "pro" pump
Twin paddle kit
" assembled
Single paddle kit
" assembled
EK4 iambic keyer
EK4M memo keyer
"

"

£43.50
£56.50
£65.50
£56.50

£69.50
£48.50
£59.50
£47.50

Swedish Pump Key
Pederson DK1000

Bencher
BY1 twin (black base)

CDXC OFFICERS 1998/1999

BY2 twin (chrome)

ST1 single (black)
ST2 single (chrome)

8 pin mic plug
8 pin mic line receptacle
8 pin mic 1m extn. lead
RJ45 plug
RJ45 plug (CAT 5)
2.5mm mono jack plug
3.5mm mono jack plug
3.5mm stereo j. plug
3.5mm stereo scmd jp
'A" mono jack plug
'A" stereo jack plug
1/4" mono scmd j. plug
1/4" stereo scrnd j. plug
Adaptor 'A" to 3.5 stereo
Adaptor 3.5 to 1/4" stereo
Adaptor 1/4" to phone
Combiner 2x 3.5 to 3.5
Combiner 2x 'A" to 1/4"
Combiner 2x 3.5 to 1/4"

£79.95
£89.95
£79.95
£89.95

Logikey

K3 keyer
Superkeyer 3 kit

£129.95
£59.95

Samson
£39.95
ETM SQ twin paddle
ETM9C X3 keyer - with built
£129.95
in paddles
ETM9C X3 fitted with Schurr
£199.95
Paddles
ETM9COG X3 keyer without
£109.95
Paddles
NB Samson ETM9 keyers use the SK3 chip

Schurr
Proli twin paddle

Porta bel "midi" twin
Twin mechanism without
Base
Twin mechanism for ETM

Keyers (ETM5 on)
Pump mahogany base

£129.95
£119.95

-3.5mm screened plug
-1/4" screened plug
Red/Black twin power cables
8 Amp £0.35 20Amp

£74.95

£79.95
£139.95

£3.50
£3.75
£0.55/m

VAT included P&P extra
-

2

£1.50
£2.50
£8.50
£0.25
£0.50
£0.20
£0.25
£0.60
£0.85
£0.65
£0.75
£0.95
£1.25
£0.95
£0.95
£1.25
£1.40
£1.50
£1.50

(combiners/adaptors are stereo)
lm key/paddle leads 2+screen

Spares for keys stocked and repairs undertaken

CDXC Web site: httplIwww.CDXC.org.uk

£0.75
£0.35
£0.40
£0.70
£0.65
£0.30
£0.25
£0.60
£0.75
£3.25
£3.00
£0.65
£0.65
£1.95
£1.50
£1.95
£2.50
£1.95
£3.50

RG58stranded core(/m)
RG174 miniature (/m)
450 ohm slotted twin
300 ohm slotted twin
75 ohm twin (400Watts)
16swg H/D copper (/m)
Polyprop egg insulator
Ribbed poly. Insulator
Dipole centre box
Dipole centre "T" piece
PL259 for RG213
PL259/6 for RG58
S0239 in line socket
BNC 50ohm plug RG58
N plug 50ohm RG213
" " " rt. Angled
N plug 50ohm RG58
PL259/PL259 lm lead

Tel 01296-748354
Email: g3ozi@btInternet.com

G3XTT Don Field
CONTEST
CO-ORDINATOR: 105 Shiplake Bottom,

Feeders, cable, connectors
RG213 Mil spec (/m)

G3TUX
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CDXC GOODS

CLUB NEWS AND VIEWS
EDITORIAL

The following CDXC goods are available from the Secretary.

Don Field, G3r17

PAPERWEIGHT
This is a square marble effect paperweight, fitted on the front face with an enamel
CDXC logo. As this item is heavy it is not available mail order, but can be purchased at
the various functions, e.g. RSGB HF Convention, CDXC AGM, etc.

KEY FOB
This is an imitation black leather fob fitted with an enamel CDXC logo.

RUBBER STAMP
This is a rubber hand-stamp with the CDXC logo. Use for all your amateur radio
correspondence.

REPLACEMENT MEMBERSHIP BADGE
Replacement membership badges can be provided on request in the event of loss or
change of call sign. As the engraving of badges is normally undertaken in batches,
delivery may extend to a number of weeks.

PRICING
Paperweight:
Key Fob:
Rubber Stamp:
Replacement Badge:

£2.50
£1.50
£5.00
£2.50

not available mail order
including post/packing to UK
including post/packing to UK
including post/packing to UK

PAYMENT
Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to CDXC and drawn on a UK
bank. No foreign cheques please. Send your payment to:
Barry Cooper, G4RKO
9 Fieldfare
Sandy
Beds
SG19 2UZ
UK

CDXC QSL CARDS are available from G4LJF, QTHR. SASE for details.

SO

Looking back at the early part of 1999, I see
that I was working new band countries,
islands, etc. almost on a daily basis. The
ZL9CI expedition, in particular, caught the
imagination of all us and livened up the
hands. In comparison, the first couple of
months of the new Millennium seem a hit of
an anticlimax but, in actual fact, there has
been quite a lot to maintain the level of
interest. The IOTA Millennium Award
seems to have got off to a lively start, and
there have been several useful expeditions,
if not on the scale of ZL9CI (but Clipperton
is now on, of course, and the Chesterfield
Islands shortly, which could be a new one
for DXCC).

UK efforts
It's been particularly pleasing to see the UK
contribution to recent events. Andy G4ZVJ
has kept up his usual high standards with
excellent operations from XU7AAV,
S21VJ, and XW2A, and will he in Africa by
the time you read this. Roger G3SXW and
Nigel G3TXF went away on what they
themselves described as very much a
holiday trip — vertical antennas and no
linears but still did a great job from FH and
S79 as you will read in these pages. The
M2000A effort has really put the UK on the
map. I had a very enjoyable day's operating
down there, and was particularly impressed
at the very professional way the station had
been put together, with some excellent
publicity material available for the general
public. Congratulations especially to our
own Bob Treacher and Dave Lawley for
such a great showpiece. And, I almost
forgot, there was the opportunity to add the
/2K suffix to our calls during January. I
didn't manage to find the time, but Ian,

GOKRL, records his experiences in this
Digest. G3NOM and G3VMW were, of
course, participants in the superb XZOA
expedition. To my amazement, I was called
by XZOA on 160 when I was running
barefoot in the RSGB LF Cumulative
contest!
I also enjoyed an excellent trip to the
Contest Club Finland annual bash in
Helsinki. Again, the UK was well
represented by G3HCT, G3WGN, G4BWP,
G4PIQ and myself.
With regard to other recent activity, the
German guys have been doing their usual
thorough job from CEOZY. My only
complaint is that I already had this one on
nine hands! I was disappointed with the
ZK2CA operation, although I know a few G
stations worked them on 80m. I had
expected the path to be more reliable on the
low bands, and it was irritating on 10 and
12m to see them spotted from southern
Europe but nil here. Not their fault, of
course, simpl% propagation. Mind you,
having just (2" March) worked T32B on 10,
a path which is virtually impossible for me
due to the Chilterns rising to the north, I
may have to eat my words! And FOOAAA
started with a bang — a massive 14,000
QS0s on day one!!

Wanted List
Finally,
Peter
G3RZP
(peter_chadwick@rnitel.com ), has kindly
offered to compile a DXCC Wanted List.
Can all of you (SWLs included) send Peter
your Wanted list, SSB, CW and Mixed, and
he'll do the necessary. It will be interesting
to compare it with the DX Magazine poll in
this issue which, of course, is more a
reflection of what is wanted in the US.
My thanks, as always, for all contributions.
73 Don G3XTT

CHAIRMAN'S CHAT
Neville Cheadle, G3NUG

A reminder that the CDXC Annual Dinner,
one of the most popular events of our social
year is to take place in the next few days on
18th March at the Waterloo Hotel in
Crowthorne, Berks. If you are planning to
come and have not already made a
reservation please ring Barry G4RKO, our
Secretary, ASAP.
DXpedition Funding

The proposal regarding the CDXC
members' fund as set out in the January
Digest received support from a number of
members. There were no objections so, as a
result, we agreed at the committee meeting
of 19th February to proceed with the
establishment of the fund.
We also agreed to make two initial
donations to forthcoming DXpeditions by
CDXC members of f 100 each. They are:
•

•

Wasini Island (524) (AF-067) by Jim
G3RTE, Phil G3SWH and team in
March 2000.
Abokwa Island 9G (AF-New) by Ken
G3OCA and team in April 2000.

Wasini is in a rare IOTA group and Abokwa
will be a new one. Both teams promise lots
of band-slots for those chasing the Fiveband DXCC awards. Some further details of
these two DXpeditions are set out below.
Jim, Phil and Ken — have a great time!
We also agreed to make contributions of
£200 each to the following major
DXpeditions from our general funds.
•

Agalega (3B6) by the Swiss team that
activated St Brandon as 3B7RF in 1998

•

Tromelin (FRJT) by the French team that
Island
in
activated
Amsterdam
December 1998.

Both are rare DXCC entities — further details
also follow.

Agalega DXpedition (3B6)

Phil HB9FMU writes as follows:
According to our research Agalega was last
activated in 1980 by 3B6CD. In the
meantime a lot of DX clubs have tried to
activate this island, though without success.
The Swiss crew of the 3B7RF-expedition
back in 1998, however, intends to succeed
in activating Agalega island in October 2000
over a period of two weeks. Most members
of the St. Brandon expedition team will take
part in this extraordinary event. The crew
consisting, of 18 members from 8 different
nations, have got a challenging goal.
Agalega currently ranking place 16 on the
ARRL most wanted list should be dropped
down to rank 100. The activity is due to
become most interesting not only for the
DXCC-hunters but also for the IOTAenthusiasts (Agalega is AF-001).
The Agalega Islands (3B6) are located
1080km from Mauritius. 3B6 and 3B7 count
as a single entity. Rodrigues (3B9) however,
situated just 400 km from Mauritius, counts
as one entity on its own. The 3B6 crew has
now applied for the separation of the
3B6/3B7 entity. The ARRL Committee has
welcomed the petition and is willing to
examine its feasibility. During the oncoming
months the committee will decide whether
3B6 can be put on the DXCC list as a new
entity.
The licence for 3B6 has already been
guaranteed by the Mauritius
Telecommunications. The OICD has also
given the permission to land. The two
licences will be handed over to the Swiss
3B6-crew in springtime 2000.

Tromelin DXpedition (FR/T)
Gil F5NOD writes as follows:
After a very successful DXpedition to
Amsterdam Island in December 1998
(FT5ZH), the Lyon DX Gang is back again
on the road and we are proud to announce

+ Girobank
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our fund rising for a DXpedition this time to
Tromelin Island (FRJT) (AF-031). Although
there have been several sporadic operations
by meteorologists, Tromelin Island never
knew a major DXpedition on all bands all
modes with serious antenna systems.
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Secretary: Barry Cooper, G4RKO
9 Fieldfare
Sandy, Beds, SG19 2UZ
Tel/Fax: +44 (0) 1767 692535
E-mail: g4rko@cooperb.flyer.co.uk

As with most of the French possessions into
the Indian Ocean, the landing permissions
and radio licenses are extremely hard to get
and usually restricted to military officers and
meteorologists assigned for duty on the
island and who happened to have radio
licenses. The last operators on the island
were meteorologists, only on the air during
spare time. The appropriate French Ministry
has granted us the permission to land and to
operate amateur radio on Tromelin Island
during summer 2000. This island is a total
natural reserve and could be closed to all
human beings in a near future. Amateur
radio could be equal to zero in the next years
and we have the opportunity to give
Tromelin to the community!
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Wasini also counts for Kenya for DXCC and
has been activated only once before, for a 24
hour period in the 1993 IOTA contest.
5Z4WI will be an HQ station during the
RSGB Commonwealth Contest, but will
also make non contest QSOs during the
contest period.
Abokwa Island (9G)

Mailing list updated

Welcome letter sent
Newsletter note

Jim, G3RTE; Phil, G3SWH; David,
G3UNA; Rob, 5Z4RL; Ian, 5Z41C and
Graham, 5Z4GS will activate Wasini Island
(IOTA AF-067), as 5Z4WI on both SSB and
CW on all bands from 160 to 10 metres
(excluding 30 metres, which is not permitted
in Kenya) between 8th and 16th March
2000.

Ken G3OCA writes as follows;

0

Last year Derek F5VCR and I activated Ile
Banie (AF-043). This operation was
successfully completed making over 5000
QS0s from the island. We now plan to

undertake another DXpedition to Abokwa
Island in Ghana, an as yet unnumbered
IOTA group. Planning is well advanced with
three, possibly four, operators, two stations
including a tri-band beam. We will stay on
the island four days during the first two
weeks of April.

Marketing Initiatives
We have 455 paid up members at the time
of writing. This year we had 20 lapses, a
very small percentage of our total number. I
tried to ring all the UK members who did
not renew to find out if there were any
particular concerns. In fact, the majority said
that they had lost interest either in DXing or
in amateur radio generally or were just too
busy with their jobs. I was unable to contact
six lapsed members as their telephone
numbers in the membership list were
incorrect. Could I ask members to check
their details on the membership list that was
circulated in January and to advise Bob,
G3PJT, our Treasurer, of any corrections.
Once the DXCC listings for 1999 are issued
we will undertake another major marketing
exercise. We also plan to mail the nonmembers who worked the XZOA Myanmar
DXpedition on Top Band. Many of these
Top Banders have "done it all" on the HF
bands and are very keen DXers, so we hope
for a good response. We have several other
groups to target as well.

IOTA 2000
The RSGB IOTA Millennium Programme —
IOTA 2000 - seems to have got off to a good
start. This is the programme that we are
managing for the RSGB IOTA Committee.
Picking up the premium points in January
was quite tough from the UK since the
relevant islands were all those just to the
west of the International Date-Line. I know I
missed a couple that were active — T30 and
FW8 but found around 10 groups scoring
the three premium points. February has been
easier with all the Japanese islands and
many others in the Far East and Oceania
counting for three premium points.

IOTA 2000 seems to have been generating a
good deal of activity judging by comments
on the bands. This is very encouraging.
There have been 765 downloads of the
IOTA 2000 files from the CDXC web site in
the past 6 weeks and the activity on the site
has increased hugely. I have also been
putting out announcements to the various
intemet reflectors and newsletters each
month about the programme and listing
regularly-activated islands counting for
premium points during the forthcoming
months.
Nevada
As
previously
reported
Communications, headed by Mike G3SED,
are sponsoring the IOTA 2000 Programme.
Mike's team have designed a really
attractive certificate. I quote Roger's
G3KMA comments about this. "The
certificate looks great, a real class effort by
Mike's team. I'm sure the guys will treasure
it." Have a look at the CDXC web site to see
this design. Thanks to Mike and your team.
Morse Camp

Our thanks to all those members who have
supported the RSGB Morse Camp initiative
which has been driven by Bob G3PJT and
the CDXC team. CDXC and FOC have
worked closely together on the Morse Camp
programme. Thanks also to Martin G4HKS
for the original idea and for the ongoing
support.
NUG's Antenna Farm
For some time I have been thinking about
building a full-sized 80 metre four-square.
My 85 foot Titanex vertical does well but is
generally around 1 to 2 'S' points down on
the 4 square gang with the really distant DX.
One of the issues to be resolved was
whether to go for elevated or buried radials.
Elevated radials ideally need to be around
16 feet above the ground for optimum
results on 80 metres and thus the four

verticals need to be over 80 feet high. I
'chickened' out at having five verticals of
this height (including the 85 foot Titanex)
with all the guying problems and an
overhead network of at least 16 elevated
radials. But, of course I needed far more
copper wire for a system of buried radials.
I have a 'standing order' for copper wire
with my local scrap-yard and the decision
was made for me when they rang to say that
they had just received over a mile of scrap
copper wire. Just the job, I thought! The real
challenge was how to cut 2 inch deep slots
for up to 60 radials for each of the four
verticals. The solution was in fact sitting in
the garage. I had purchased a small Mantis
rotavator last year which has a lawn edging
attachment. By dragging the machine
backwards across the lawn a two inch deep
slot 80/100 foot long can be cut in about two
minutes — somewhat easier than cutting the
slots with a spade!
I then got a local engineering company to
make me a 6 inch disk with a Ike' slot
around its perimeter
This disk is attached to the end of a long
heavy pole and this device makes it very
easy to bury the copper wire in the slot in
the ground. I am about half-way through the
job at the time of writing and hope to finish
it in the next few weeks before the grass
starts to grow quickly. I will take a
photograph of these two devices for the next
Digest.
Donation
Our thanks to Austin VK5W0 for his most
generous donation to our funds. You may
remember that a number of us met Austin
and his son Peter when they visited the UK
last year. Some pictures of Austin's fine
station were published in the Digest at that
time.

DX AND CONTEST CALENDAR
(tnx 425 DX News for most of this)
till Jan 2001 VKOLD/VKOMM: Macquarie Is. (AN-005) * by VK8AC
3Z: special prefix (Poland), 9AY2K: special
till 31/12
Millennium station, HF7OPZK: special event
station (Poland), IIOCV: special call, HB2:
special Y2K prefix, SI75A & SIxSSA: SSA 75th
anniversary stations, IOTA 2000
(http://www.cdxc.org.uk )
till 07/05
6K2000WFK: special event station (Korea)
till 10/04
9U5D: Burundi * by SM5DIC
HFOPOL: South Shetlands (AN-010) By SP3GVX
till ??
till 24/12
IIO: special jubilee prefix
IUOPAW: special event station
till 31/03
till April
JD1BKR: Iwo-Jima (AS-030), Ogasawara
R1ANA, R1ANJ, ZM: special Millennium prefix
till March
till 31/03
R1ANP: Progress base, Antarctica
TZ6VV and TZ6YL: Mali, V31JP: Belize by K8JP
till 01/04
till May
VP6BR: Pitcairn (0C-044) by OH2BR
XW2A: Laos * by JA2EZD
till 05/05
till May
ZF2NT: Little Cayman (NA-016) by N6NT
till 30/04
ZV4D: special event call * by PY4AUN
PY5CDA/A: Isla do Mel (SA-047) by PA3DES
14/02-13/03
20/02-August FH/TU5DX: Mayotte (AF-027) by 6W1QV
VR2K: special Millennium call (Hong Kong)
01/03-31/03
03/03-18/03
XF4LWY: Socorro (NA-030), Revilla Gigedo * by XEs
S79MX by HB9MX
06/03-01/04
07/03-20/03
9G5VJ: Ghana by G4ZVJ
08/03-15/03
5Z4WI: Wasini Island (AF-067) by Gs and 5Z4s
TXODX: Chesterfield Islands (0C-176) - DXCC NEW?
15/03-01/04
JF1CZQ/JR6, JF1IRW/JR6, JN1JFC/JR6, JQ1DPP/JR6:
16/03-21/03
AS-024
17/03-20/03
JI3DST/6: Koshiki Islands (AS-037)
18/03-01/04
FM/F5JOT and FM/F5LGQ: Martinique (NA-107)
V31GI: NA-180 (Belize) by PA3GIO
19/03-29/03
Bermuda Contest
18/03-19/03
BARTG RTTY Contest
18/03-20/03
20/03-30/03
9E1C by IV3OWC
from 20/03
ZS31ER: Elephant Rock (IOTA New)
YM3LZ: Turkey * by TAs and LZs
22/03-29/03
J7: Dominica (NA-101) by F5JOT and F5LGQ
24/03-26/03
25/03-26/03
CQ WW WPX Contest (SSB)
V31JZ: Turneffe Is (NA-123), Belize by NN7A
26/03-31/03
Malay Peninsula South East IOTA group (AS-???)
March HS:
2/04-3/04
SP DX Contest, EA RTTY Contest
08/04-09/04
King of Spain Ctst, UBA Spring SSB Ctst
14/04-16/04
International DX Convention (Visalia)
Abokwa Island (IOTA New) by G3OCA, F5VCR, etc.
April 9G:
01/05-31/07
VR2K: special Millennium call (Hong Kong)
ARI International DX Contest
06/05-07/05
Volta WW RTTY Contest
13/05-14/05
from 22/05
JT1Y & July: Mongolia by IOSNY and others
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station at GARS. The operating shack there
is quite roomy and I had plenty of space to
play with. As well as the Icom 756 and the
Kenwood TL922, I took 2 PCs as well,
which I was eventually very glad of! (see
later) The Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
I mostly spent operating. The weather
throughout was very wet and windy, which
prevented me from raising the club's TH6 to
its full 60ft height. It also stopped me from
seeing as much of the island as I would have
liked. The weather did relent for a while on
Friday morning, and I was able to take a
look around the island then. Found the Little
Chapel, which is a tiny church, amazing.
As I said, this was my first experience of
operating outside of G or GW. I expected to
attract a little bit of interest from GU but
didn't really expect the fierce pileups I did
get. I mostly operated on 15, 20 and 40 and
ended up with about 1500 QSOs in the log,
mostly with Europe. Was surprised at the
almost total lack of JAs on any band; the
only ones I worked were on 10m during the
contest, long path.
So to the contest itself. On running up
EI5DI's Super Duper the night before, I had
the awful realisation that there was only
room in the PC's memory for 1100 QSOs!
Fortunately I'd brought my main (Internet!)
PC and a visit to the EI5DI website later, I
had the correct version which gave me
sufficient capacity for the contest by making
proper use of the extended memory. Phew!
I'm not a hot CW operator, so opted for the
single operator, high power SSB section. I
arrived at the club just before 0700 to find
10m well populated with signals already,
though it was mostly short-range. Early on I
alternated between running a freq and huntand-pounce. By 1200 I had nearly 300 QSOs
in the log, a little over 60 an hour, not that
quick but I think I worked pretty much
everything available to me.
The weekend brought probably the worst
weather of my entire stay, the rain
hammering against the building making the
DX hard to hear at times!

About mid-day I had a visit from a
policewoman. "Excuse me sir, but have you
seen anyone behaving suspiciously round
here? Only the burglar alarm in the
government buildings next door keeps going
off...." "No..." says I, innocently
The afternoon and early evening was of
course a lot more lively. Due to the QRM I
found it very difficult to hold a frequency
for long. When I did for a while though, I
got a good rate going, approaching 200 an
hour. By 1915 the band was pretty much
closed and I had 978 QSOs in the log,
including all bar five of the US states. I
cooked myself a meal but left the rig on and
to my surprise the band opened again, even
to W617, and stayed open till well after
2100; not well enough for me to run a
frequency but enough for me to hunt and
pounce my way to 1000 QSOs for the day.
My satisfaction was tempered by news of
my team Bournemouth's 5-1 defeat away at
Notts County though!
The band seemed a lot quieter when I
returned on Sunday morning. I began with
hunt and pounce, without much luck. A 5H
and 5Z both QRT'd as soon as I found them,
as did 9N7UD (got him later though!) then
ran a freq. It was slower though; throughout
the day it was probably a third slower than
on the Saturday, and the band closed much
earlier too, well before 1900 and there was
no repeat of the Saturday night opening this
time.
I ended up with 1715 QSOs, all mainland
USA states and 145 multipliers in total,
though I'm sure I missed a few, giving me a
points total of 497350. This compares
favourably with about 1650 QSOs and
436,000 points that I worked from G in
1990 under much better conditions.
I would like to thank Phil Cooper GUOSUP
and the rest of the gang at the Guernsey
ARS for their kind hospitality, and Neville
G3NUG and Steve G4JVG for their help
with the CDXC contest call.
A most enjoyable experience and one I hope
to repeat this year.

SECRETARY'S UPDATE
Barry Cooper, G4RKO

It is that time of year again. We move away
from the long dark winter evenings into the
lighter nights and can look forward to the
Spring and Summer social events. Please
remember that this is your club and the
events can only be a success if they are
supported by the membership. Do come
along if you have not been before, they are
really great events.
CDXC Annual Dinner

As widely publicised in the previous issue of
the Digest, the CDXC Annual Dinner has
again been booked for Saturday, 18th March
at the Waterloo Hotel, Duke's Rise,
Crowthorne, Berkshire.
The initial booking response was slow
initially but following some urging by the
Chairman is now a very respectable 32
members and partners confirmed to date, as
per the table below:
Call

Name

GOHXN
G3JNB
G3KHZ
G3LAS
G3NUG
G30QB
G3OZF
G3PJT
G3PMR
G3PSM
G3SED

Dave Mann 2
Victor Brand 1
Derek Cox
2
John Butcher 1
Neville Cheadle 2
John Pink
2
Don Beattie
2
Bob Whelan 2
Alan Jubb
2
Colin Thomas 2
Mike Devereux 2

Tickets

G3SJJ
G3WGV
G3XTT
G3ZAY
G4EDG
G4JVG
G4RKO
G4TSH
MOBJL

Chris Burbanks 2
John Linford 1
Don Field
1
Martin Atherton 1
Steve Taylor 1
Steve Telenius-Lowe 1
Barry Cooper 2
Justin Snow 1
Shaun Jarvis 2
32

The highlight of the evening will
undoubtedly be a presentation to be made by
Steve Taylor, G4EDG.
The Dinner is still open for bookings, which
should be made to me using the form in the
January edition of the Digest. Cheques for
£23.95 per head should be made payable to
CDXC.
Any member requiring further details please
contact me by telephone, QTHR.
AGM & Summer Social

Looking forward, the Summer Social
follows immediately after the AGM. This,
of course, is your chance to vote for a new
committee, or even join it if you feel that
way inclined! The AGM is immediately
followed by a thoroughly pleasant summer
afternoon social. This year's event will be
held on Saturday, 1 July 2000 and is being
hosted by Neville, G3NUG and his wife
Trish at their home near Hemel Hempstead.
Booking details elsewhere in the Digest.

SILENT KEYS
Sadly, there are several Silent Kcys among the international DX fraternity in recent weeks.

Ron Wills, ZL2TT, Silent Key
Steve Telenius-Lowe, G4JVG

I was shocked to see a notice in the 425 DX News of 6 February from Ken Holdom, ZL2HU,
that Ron Wills, ZL2TT, had passed away. I did not know Ron well, but we had met a few times
and I always enjoyed those meetings.

Ron was a DXer. He might not have been at the top of the Honor Roll, but he lived and breathed
DXing. I first met him in 1993 on Niue. I had just obtained my licence, ZK2XG, and switched
on the rig. Virtually the first station I heard was ZK2XF. It was Ron, who had arrived on the
island on a different flight and must have been in or around the licensing office at the same time
as me, hence the consecutive callsigns. We later met up and talked DX for a time while our
partners gave each other that knowing look and patiently waited chatted among themselves. It
transpired that Ron had spent some time in the UK during his student years and had held a G3
callsign. He had remained a committed Anglophile, to the extent that his girlfriend at the time
was British!
It was during that first meeting on Niue that Ron mentioned to me that it was his ambition to one
day pull off a major DXpedition to Kermadec, ZL8. Knowing how difficult it was to get
permission for ZL8, I wished him well but privately thought it unlikely it would happen. Less
than three years later, in May 1996, Ron was of course one of the operators on the now-famous
ZL8RI DXpedition.
After Niue, Ron went on to the South Cooks and operated as ZK1XXF, while I went on to
Western Samoa, from where we had several 'local' chats, when the bands were not open for DX
He later took part in a DXpedition to the Chatham Islands, ZL7.
1 next met Ron in 1996 firstly at RSGB headquarters, where I was pleased to give him the full
'guided tour and where he operated the club station GB3RS for a while. He had come to the UK
to attend the HF Convention at Windsor, where he gave a memorably amusing presentation on
ZL8RI and where we quaffed several pints of ale together.
For several years Ron compiled and wrote the monthly HF DX column in 'Break In', the
magazine of the New Zealand Amateur Radio Transmitters, NZART. I think it's fair to say that
HF DXing has traditionally had a lower profile in New Zealand than in the UK, yet it's at least
partly thanks to Ron's enthusiasm for DXing, which came across in his column, that two of the
most successful DXpeditions in recent years have been organised from New Zealand and have
been to New Zealand territories. Ron's magazine column was always full of up to date DX news
and he greatly encouraged the art of DXing in New Zealand through his writing.
When news of the ZL9CI Campbell Island was first released, I wasn't at all surprised to see
Ron's name down as one of the operators. Later it was announced that he had had to withdraw
because of ill health. While I remember reading that press release, it is only now that I realise
how ill poor Ron must have been, for he died on 29 January this year, exactly a year after the end
of the record-breaking 96,000-QSO ZL9CI operation. While it is sad that Ron did not get to see
Campbell Island, it is nice to know that he had at least fulfilled one of his great ambitions, that of
being on a major DXpedition to Kermadec, at that time one of the rarest of all DXCC countries.

Before Ron's death the following correspondence took place, and add to what Steve has written
above:
From Ron to E16FR: Greetings Declan and family. This is just a brief and very sad message that

I need to let you know. I have just been told that I have terminal cancer. I have about two months
to live. Time is not 100% of course but it is very short not longer 3 months would be a miracle. I
am in no pain, just shock and personal grief and also grief for my wife Win and for my family.
There is little one can say to me but to offer me and my family wishes of support.
I accept the situation. Death is the inevitable end result of living. I have loved life, I have loved
my family, 1 had loved my radio and DXing, I have loved my job. I have been very fortunate and
have done many things and got a lot of pleasure out of what I have done and achieved. I will

deserve a debate. Is he right and, if so, is this
the way we want single-op contesting to go?
Does it mean we need to have Formula One,
Formula Two and Formula Icom (nearest
analogy I could think of to Formula Ford!)
categories in our major contests? Do we
need contests which, like the forthcoming
WRTC in Slovenia, are open only to those
who use 100 watts and a dipole? Even then,
of course, it won't be a level playing field.
Does the advent of mega-stations encourage
contest participation or discourage it?
Perhaps this depends on whether the
majority of us enter to win, or just for the
fun of taking part. I recall in the days when
the Bermuda contest winners got a free trip

to Bermuda there was always a high level of
participation, but very few logs submitted.
The grapevine quickly communicated likely
winning scores, and only the top scorers felt
it worthwhile putting in a formal entry!
So, your views are very welcome. In the
meantime, and talking of Bermuda, I am off
there the day after I put this to bed and hope
to find a suitable spot from which I can
operate, at least for the Commonwealth
Contest. So maybe I'll be working some of
you, but otherwise 1 look forward to
swapping yarns at the CDXC Dinner.
73 Don G3XTT

MUOC — ARRL 1 Om Contest
Jim Smith, GOOFE (jimsmith@lds.co.uk)

Reading the article by Don G3XTT in
CDXC Digest last year about his trip to
Guernsey for CQWW CW 98 prompted me
to realise that one, I'd not had a bash at a
contest in some time, and two, I'd never
operated outside of the mainland UK before.
With the south coast ferry ports within easy
reach of my home in Wimbome, Dorset, I
decided to look into a trip to GU to
participate in the ARRL 10m contest,
always my favourite contest of the year. The
last time I did this contest was back in 1992,
just as the last cycle was beginning to drop
off.
Following a chat with Don 'KIT, I dropped
a line to Phil GUOSUP and was able to
obtain permission to use the facilities at the
Guernsey ARS for the weekend, and for a
few days leading up to the contest weekend.
I also managed to tie up the use of the
CDXC contest call MOC (in this case of
course MUOC) thanks to Neville G3NUG
and Steve G41VG
Next, a call to Condor Ferries; and the first
real problem to overcome. It became clear
that I would have to catch the conventional
ferry from Portsmouth; in December, the

fast Seacat doesn't run from Poole at all, and
only on Mondays and Fridays from
Weymouth, and they were asking £290-odd
for the privilege! However, an ad in the
Bournemouth Daily Echo pointed me to
Jersey Travel, who were offering 2 nights
and a ferry crossing for only £59. Adding 4
extra nights and taking the car brought the
cost up to less than £200, including the
accommodation, much more agreeable!
Early on Tuesday 7th December I loaded up
the car and set off to catch the ferry from
Portsmouth. The Commodore Clipper is a
relatively new ferry, having only been in
service for a few months, and was clean and
comfortable. The sea was quite lumpy on
the way over, but the modern ferry coped
very well with the conditions.
My only problem on arrival was finding the
travel rep, who'd disappeared by the time I'd
driven off the ferry and found somewhere to
park; however a couple of phone calls from
the ferry offices pointed me to the Vazon
Bay Hotel on the west side of the island,
which was reasonably comfortable and good
value.
I spent the Tuesday evening setting up the

New ARRL File Format
ARRL Adopts Cabrillo File Format for
Electronic Contest Submissions

The Contest Branch is pleased to announce
that a new standard electronic file format
known as Cabrillo has been adopted for all
ARRL Contests. Starting with the 1999
ARRL November Sweepstakes, the Cabrillo
V2 ft file format will be the standard file
format at the ARRL for electronic
submissions.
You may still use any file format which has
previously been acceptable for ARRL
contests during the next year's transition
period. Starting with the November 2000
ARRL Sweepstakes, the Cabrillo format
will be the only acceptable electronic file
format for ARRL contests. Stations may
still use text editors on their home PCs to
generate the log files, but these "home
designed" files must meet the Cabrillo file
format beginning with next year's November
Sweepstakes.
The Cabrillo file format is the result of a
joint effort by software developers and
contest sponsors in response to the
proliferation of file formats being submitted
to various contest committees. For example,
in the 1999 ARRL Ten Meter Contest,
several dozen different file formats were
submitted. While most formats technically
fit the requirements under the rules, almost
all of the files required significant work by
contest staff and volunteers in order to be
processed.

information for each QSO will appear in
each column of data. For more detailed
information on the format, please refer to
the "General Rules for all ARRL Contests"
which will appear in the November 1999
issue of QST. Also, the specifications for
the Cabrillo file format can be obtained online from:
http://www.kkn.net/-trey/cabrillo/ Besides
the file specifications, you may also view
sample templates for various ARRL
contests, a history of any modifications to
the format, and some insight into the
development of the Cabrillo file format..

leave with regret but knowing that I have done a lot. Declan I thank you for your friendship.
Please pass the news on to the boys in EI/G who I met and where thanks to you all I had one of
the most wonderful adventures in my life. Visiting people and clubs such as yours was to me the
real highlight of the ZL8RI DXpedition.

For information on the technical specifics of
the Cabrillo format please contact Trey
Garlough, N5K0 at trey@kkn.net . For
more information on ARRL contests contact
ARRL Contest Manager Dan Henderson,
NIND at n I nd@arrl.org or (860) 594-0232.

And from G3NUG to Ron: Dear Ron, Declan sent me a copy of your note which I read with real
sadness. Not only have you written your own epitaph you have said it in a way which will be
warm and comforting to the many that know you. All too often there is no time for "good byes".
All to often there is much heartache and pain. We will all miss you very much but you will leave
behind a legacy to amateurs - young and old - who hopefully will find the same spirit of
adventure with their hobby. Thank you for your friendship. God willing, the miracle of life will
be extended a little longer.

(CT generates acceptable files with the
command WRITEARRL. I guess other log
writers will include a similar facility - ed.)

Take care and good bless.
Hello Neville, Please find enclosed sad news. I'm sure many Chilterns
will have enjoyed Ron's company on his trip to the UK. I would appreciate if you would pass the
word around and perhaps arrange for the message to appear in the next bulletin, also if possible
you might drop him a note on behalf of CDXC if you feel it's appropriate.
From E16FR to G3NUG:

73 de Declan EI6FR

Kindest regards from all the CDXC members.
Neville G3NUG (Chairman CDXC)

Final Thoughts
I'm still hoping for inputs to the Contest

Harry Mead VK4DHM
Bill Homer, VK4FW

Working with the developers of most major
logging software programs and with the
sponsors of most major contests, Trey
Garlough, N5K0 developed the Cabrillo
format. The major software developers have
agreed to incorporate the Cabrillo format
into new updates of the programs.
Operators should contact the various
software developers and distributors for
information on upgrades to their specific
programs.

section, and it's good to have Jim GOOFE's
write-up of MUOC this time. But it's not
just contest write-ups. Perhaps you have a
view contest rules, contest dates, contest
band segments, contest logging programs, or
whatever. I'm sure other CDXC members
would be interested. There's certainly a lot
happening in the way of using computers to
arbitrate logs and produce listings, which the
standardisation of log formats (as above)
will help to hasten. There have been lively
discussions on the Contest Reflector about
whether the algorithms used to detect, say,
busted calls are fair, but I suspect they are a
lot fairer, in the sense of treating everyone
equally, than were the manual systems
which were generally a bit hit and miss
(except for small domestic contests where
the adjudicators could go over every log
with a fine tooth comb).

It is unfortunate that I also tell you that Harry's wife has been ill as well. Harry's daughter is
currently taking care of things at home and with the cyclone in Cairns I am unable to contact
them at this time. I will personally miss Harry. He was a great friend, the best mentor, and like a
Dad to me. May he rest in peace.

The Cabrillo format standardises what

And Martti's views (again, see above)

Thanks to all, Bill Horner, VK4FW (President of ODXG)

It is with deep regret that I inform all of you that my best friend and mentor, Harry Mead
VK4DHM became a silent key on the 23rd of December 1999. He had never really recovered
after our last DXpedition to Mellish Reef in 1993. Harry had done a lot of DXpeditions
throughout the Pacific region including the Spratly Islands, Tokelau, Mellish Reef 3 times just to
name a few. Harry was a big supporter of ODXG and held life membership #4. His last
DXpedition which was the first for members of ODXG was in 1996, to Cocos Keeling as
VK9C1'.
His family have only now been able to come to grips with their loss, and permit me to tell all the
amateur fraternity. Harry was cremated on the 24 th of December and his ashes were scattered
into the Pacific Ocean on the l m January 2000. In Harry's later years he spent a little time on
radio mainly on the ANZA net. His health didn't permit him to do other things.
For any of you who may still need a QSL card from any of his operations please be patient, 1 will
have logs and cards here soon to tidy it all up.

Wilbur (Bip) Bachman, W6BIP
Ken Anderson, K6DB

Ken Anderson, K6DB, reports the sad passing of old timer Wilbur 'Bip' Bachman, W6BIP, who
became a silent key on February 2, 2000. Anyone who worked the Sweepstakes or the DX
Contests will remember working Bip, as he was almost always active handing out the rare SF
multiplier. He was 88 years old and was originally license in 1928.
Old timers will remember when Bip was active in the late 60's as XP I AA from Greenland, when
it was somewhat rare. Our condolences to his wife Elsie..

FOR SALE

This was certainly a good year to meet some
of these people and hear about their exploits.
Jose CT1BOH set a new CQWW CW
single-op world record in 1998 from P40E,
and shared with us his thoughts on how to
improve operating performance. Trey N5KO
has claimed an even higher score for the
1999 contest, operating as HC8N, and
showed us slides of the HC8N station,
taking us through its evolution. Martti
OH2BH described his vision of a new
paradigm in single-op contesting, based on
the fantastic result achieved in 1999 CQ
WW Phone by Jeff N5TJ (ex-KROY), guest
operating the EA8BH contest station
(readers will recall that Jeff was the first to
exceed 10,000 QS0s, and is claiming a
score which is a huge increase on the
previous record). And Ben DL6FBL took us
through the amazing achievements of the
CN8WW team in obliterating the previous
Phone and CW World records for multimulti. I suspect many of these records will
stand at least until the next sunspot peak, but
there may be one more chance to break them
later this year (the CN8WW team will
return, with a target of 100m points in CQ
WW Phone!). All the other talks were good
too, with Jay WXOB discussing the stacking
of Yagi antennas, John W2GD on the "shoot

IRCs — Don G3XTT, Phil G3SWH and Roger G3SXW all have IRCs for sale at 60p each. No
need to pay a fortune at the Post Office. G3XTT, and maybe the others, will have some available

out" between the US mega-stations in last
year's CQWW 160 CW contest, mmmm on
the V26B multi-multi operation,

(1 recall meeting Bip at Visalia and also, if I remember rightly, at a Northern Cal Contest Club
meeting. He was a real character, in the best sense of the term. We need more like him. — ed.)

FOR SALE
FT920 + MH31 Mic, FM Board, 500Hz CW Filter £800
Revex 12V 30A PSU £55 (will only sell separately from FT920 once the 920 has been sold
without it)
SMC 12V 8A PSU £15
Kenwood TH2O5E 2m FM handheld £50
ICOM 1C-290D £120
MFJ948 Versatuner Il £55
Comet CD-120 SWR & 200W Power meter £25
Altai Grid Dip Meter £40
Grundig Yacht Boy Short & Medium Wave Receiver f 10
WANTED

Trio 9R59D receiver and / or a JR500S receiver (for nostalgic reasons).
Contact G3ZAY on 01223 424714 or g3zay@btintemet.com

at the Dinner. Otherwise, all cheques gratefully received!
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me only £60. Share a hotel room, and the
weekend is very reasonable indeed.

OH2U contest station on the Sunday
morning. Everything was well organised,
from being met at the airport, to bus
transport to the lecture venue (this year the
meeting was hosted by the Finnish
Broadcasting Company in their modern
facilities), and refreshments during the day.
Accommodation this year was at the Seaside
Hotel right next to the Helsinki waterfront.

Martti's New Paradigm

Going back to Martti's views on single-op
contesting, they are certainly thoughtprovoking, even if you don't agree.
Essentially, he is saying that a World winner
in the 60's would typically have been an
amateur, perhaps a resident or his friend,
operating from a DX location with a station
that happened to be available. The location
might, for example, be somewhere in South
America (the CX2CO era). By the 70's, the
winner was more likely to be someone who
picked a spot specifically for the purpose,
travelled there with a tri-band beam and
wires, and set up a decent station (The
ZD8X era). In the 80's the visitor would
more likely team up with a local amateur to
construct a more sophisticated station,
though often in a residential area (the
9Y4VT era). By the 90's one or more
contesters were starting to invest in
developing a specific contest site at a DX
location, tailored to the needs of a top-flight
operator (the CT3BH/HC8A era).
For the coming decade, Martti sees this
developing into what he calls the "Formula
One" approach where this is taken a step
further, and, as in motor racing, there is a
driver whose job is specifically to operate
the rig, while a backup team (in the pits)
looks after all the hardware, both before and
during the contest. All this without budget
limitations, taking advantage of sponsorship
where available. This is the approach that
was put into practice last year at EA8BH.
Top scores have jumped with each change
of approach, from 6.6m (ZD3X 1974), to
17m (HC8A 1998) and now to 20m.
Interesting question, I guess, as to when this
ceases to be single-op!

All this, plus E44DX, R1MVZ, 9G5AA (by
yours truly) and more. Altogether a great
event. Put it in your diaries for next year (the
weekend prior to CQWW 160). Buzz are
now flying to Helsinki, which will bring
down prices. In any case, I took a part air
miles, part cash flight with BA which cost
43

QRZ CONTEST
Don Field, G3XTT
As always there have been some fascinating
discussions on the Contest Reflector. One
related to the ability nowadays to operate a
rig remotely. Already contesters are
operating hilltop stations via a landline or
UHF link from their city-centre apartments,
but what is to stop someone operating a
contest station in, say, a different DXCC
country completely. Who will be the first to
set up a permanent contest site on, say,
Heard Island, and rent Internet access to it
over contest weekends? All good fun!
In the meantime, back down to earth. There
was a bit of a mix-up on the CDXC AFS
entry this year, so we didn't get a full
complement of teams together. Thanks to
those who did take part (G3XTT is in
trouble — because there wasn't a full team I
submitted my entry to another club
instead!). Jim G3RTE has sent details of the
CDXC efforts:

CO WW Records

Lee GOM TN has taken the CQWW records
which I compiled (see last Digest) and
placed them on his excellent Web site:
http://www.g0mtn.freeserve.co.uk

Hopefully they can now be kept up-to-date
as a permanent reference for interested
contesters. Does someone want to compile
similar UK records for other major contests
and pass them to Lee?
Helsinki 2000

When David G3WGN's write-up of the
Contest Club Finland meeting appeared in
the Digest (March 1999) it whetted my
appetite to go along one year. Harry OH6YF
once again operated with us at M6T in
October, and invited us all along. The
outcome was that, from one G last year, this
year there were 6 G's in Helsinki: G3XTT
G3WGN G4BWP G4PIQ GOCYB (all of
the M6T group) and G3HCT who had been
due to go to Finland in any case, for a CEPT
meeting.
Competitive amateur radio, both DXing and
contesting, has always been very popular in
Finland, and the CCF meeting attracted
many of their top contesters, as well as an
overseas contingent that had increased from
roughly 20 in 1999 to twice that number this
year. It was great to meet the likes of
DL6FBL and DL6LAU (of the CN8WW
team), OH2BH, N5K0 (HC8N), W2GD,
ZS6EZ, RA3AUU, CTIBOH (P40E),
OHOXX, and many more, some of them old
friends, some whom I was meeting for the
first time.

CW

Operator G3RTE/P 270 QSOs 2700 points
No other entries
SSB
Operator G3RTE 226 QSOs 2260 points
G4JVG/P 233 QSOs 2330 points
GOWAT/P 215 QSOs 2150 points
Totals 674 QSOs 6740 points
"Good fun was had by all. The general
feeling in both legs was that activity was
down on previous years. Lets see if next
year we can get back to having a full team
for the CW leg and lets see if we can win
both CW and SSB legs in 2001!
"Regards, Jim G3RTE "

The format of the weekend was pretty much
as David described last year, with a
fascinating programme of talks on the
Saturday, running through to the dinner in
the evening, and a visit to the splendid
42

POSTBAG
From Peter, G3RZP: Hi Don, Back at work

From Tony, GOREP: Hi Don, I read your

after 4 months sick - quite a shock! Worked
VKOLD for a new one in December - if only
people would listen and do what he says
instead of calling all the time - or when he's
asking for a particular station or country. A
number of CDXC members are guilty of
this. If he says 'PA only', that's what he
means.

latest editorial in the Digest with some
interest, since it brought to mind an incident
which occurred to me shortly after I was
licensed, (not too long ago, in the grand
scheme of things - 1989 actually). At the
time, my brother was employed out in the
Pacific and I was fortunate enough to be
able to visit him in Honiara on Guadalcanal
in the Solomon Islands.
On arrival, and whilst driving from the
airport to my brother's house, I was quite
surprised to see a large 3 de beam atop a 60'
mast, by a property on the side of the road.
Subsequent enquiries revealed that this was
the property and premise of The Honiara
ARC, a fact which, considering I was newly
licensed, interested me greatly. When I
finally met up with a member of the club, an
expatriate Kiwi as I recall, I made the
comment that although I had been a shortwave listener for many years and with my
family connection, I had not heard anyone
from Guadalcanal operating, let alone
someone from what appeared to be a well
equipped and set up club. He then told me
that it was unlikely that I would, since there
were few, if any of the 40 or so members
prepared to operate any of the equipment
because of the antics and demands placed
upon them by the lunatic fringe in the DX
fraternity.
Now I am sure that I do not need to
elaborate further, but in my limited
experience any sympathy to be had in this
sort of situation must lay with the sought
after DX. Not only can they not hold a
meaningful QSO with anyone on HF
without the whole world and his mate
descending on them, but they get vilified to
boot if they do not co-operate. Now I find it
both predictable but sad that as yet no
satisfactory solution or compromise to this
lamentable situation has been found.
Amateur radio is a hobby and DXing for
some of us a very enjoyable part. I regret to
say that it seems these days that all you need

Low Noise Receive Antennas
I tried the K6STI horizontal loop for

receiving on the low bands. Followed by a
3dB noise figure 20dB gain amplifier, it
provided the same comment as Brunel had
about the Great Western Railway's brakes tolerably useless. In fact, not even tolerably.
Low noise, very low signal. The feed
impedance was very low, as you'd expect,
but performance abysmal. How one can get
up that much wire and not receive anything,
I don't know!
For 160, I switch between a tuned loop
(frame aerial!), the transmitting antenna, a
EWE, and the 80m dipole. The dipole is the
lowest noise; the EWE points towards the
US and has about 20dB rejection of Europe.
For an antenna about 20 feet long and 15
feet high, its impressive. The lowest noise
antenna is the 80m dipole; the EWE is
vertically polarised, which doesn't help, but
it's a useful antenna. The transmitting
vertical is very noisy on receive.
Performance? The receive side still seems
down compared with the transmit. In the
ARRL 160 in December, I had a dabble on
the Saturday morning. Between 0711 and
0727, I worked a pile up of 27 W stations on
1832.5. That rate wouldn't be bad for 20!
Future projects will be more EWE's,
possibly 4, possibly 2 with switching to
reverse direction to cover the 4 cardinal
points. Actually, I'll probably skew them to
go NW - SE, SW - NE, rather than N - S and
E - W.
73 Peter G3RZP
11

be looking at a return trip of 2 to 3 years.
Since I went to the Far East in March last
year I have not received a single card via the
bureau from, for example, Germany or
Scandinavia who used to be very fast
indeed, although unexpectedly large
numbers have come through from Russia
and Poland. I have spoken to a number of
fairly new licensees (G stations are not
noted world-wide for being the best of
QSLers) and received comments such as "1
was interested in QSL cards at first, but
when I found it took up to three years to get
a card through the bureau I just lost
interest". Although most of our big league
DXers long ago lost interest in QSL cards,
anything that arouses the interest of the less
informed licensees in the international
aspect of the hobby can only be a positive
factor in increasing the membership of
CDXC.

to be successful at it, is a fat wallet, a lot of

aluminium and a very thick skin.
Without wishing to cast myself fully into the
desert without water and a camel or a friend,
I have to admit that at times I am just as bad
as the rest. I admit I've made QRM by
calling when I shouldn't and, yes, even
transmitted on the wrong frequency, but
these transgressions are minor in
comparison to some, since I run barefoot
with the barest minimum for an antenna.
Finally before you think who is this nut, I
ought to add that I've operated and held
licenses in YJ and J8 and sampled some of
the crap to be had. It's not good but it's not
all bad either, but it is getting worse.
Thanks for a lively read
Tony (GOREP)
(Incidentally did I mention the words
operating skill, of course I didn't, that went
out of fashion with 19 set and the C11)

Also, how about asking the elite who do not
answer bureau cards to give a thought to the
little guys and invest a few pounds in those
pasteboards that still attract so many
operators around the world. After all, most
of the very active operators now use
computer logging, and printing off a QSL
requires no effort whatsoever.

From Tony, G4UZN: Don, with reference to
poor QSL returns mentioned in recent issues
of CDXC Digest. On my trip last March as
9M6UZT I received cards made out as
follows:

G4UZT

G4UZ

G4UTZ

G4UNZ

I think there is something else here that
needs addressing. The delay time in
receiving cards through the bureau has
always been a bone of contention, but this
seems to have lengthened considerably,
presumably a world-wide problem. No
criticism of the RSGB intended. When I first
got on the air in 1983 I received stacks of
cards through the bureau in the six to nine
months after I hit the air. Now we seem to
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+/- 10 min around sunrise:
and dipole equal
15-30 min after sunrise:
units

both vertical
dipole + 1-2 S-

My Beverages generally were poor after
sunrise and paralleled the vertical's
performance (no surprise since both are low
angle antennas).

I have both verticals and high dipoles (at
300+ feet). The terrain here is basically flat,
just a gentle roll to pasture and woods.
My experience clearly shows the gain
advantages of dipoles do NOT show up on
160 meters, unless special conditions occur.
That includes any distance, not just very
long distances.

The dipole was mostly radiating straight up
since it was only -1/4 wave high. I even
tried a reflector just above the ground to
enhance the high angle radiation (a la
K3LR's cloud warmer antenna on 40) but
could not switch it in and out to tell if it
made any real difference. The high angle
radiation from the dipole seemed insensitive
to azimuth direction (since most of the
radiation was straight up). I recall working
YBOARA (off the azimuthal side of the
dipole) 20 minutes after sunrise when he
was completely inaudible on any Beverage
or the vertical.

From Bert, PA3G10: Please pass on details
of my forthcoming DXpeditions:

73, Bill W4ZV

25/26 June - 1 July 2000:
IOTA AF063

A horizontal antenna benefits up to 6db of
real gain at some elevation angles (and nulls
at others to keep E=mc^2) independently by
ground constants, a vertically polarised
quarter-wave antenna hasn't any other
chance than a maximum theoretical gain of
3 dB, at low elevation angles and if ground
is perfect.

vertical + 1-2 S-

73 Tony G4UZN

IOTA Expedition to Tanzania:
Bert - 5H3/PA3GI018/19 - 24 June 2000:
Mafia Island - IOTA AF054
Operating on IOTA or DX frequencies (only
SSB) 80-40-20-17-15-12-10m
Equipment: Kenwood TS-50, 100 W,
Doublet
QSL preferably by the Bureau to PA3GIO
Webster USA:
http://www.qsl.net/pa3gio/5H3/
Webster Netherlands:
http://www.xs4all.n1/-pa3gio/5H3/

Fortunately, I had tipped off my submanager, who deserves a medal. How the
big operations manage, I don't know.

I hour before sunrise:
units (5-10 db)

I did not observe the dipole was better at my
sunset except on rare occasions. It seems
like the high angle mode was only at my
sunrise unlike what you noticed.

9M6UZ
9M6UZN
9M6UTZ 9M6TUZ
Bureau cards came via

etc) each summer morning with the
following average results:

The best that happens, under normal
conditions, is a 1/2 wave dipole at 300 feet
just equals a 200 foot vertical with one
hundred 200 foot long radials. Lower
dipoles are even less useful, except within a
few hundred miles. Sunrise peaks are the
exception, when the high horizontal
commonly goes through a "gain
enhancement".
Your results may vary, but these are the
results I have observed when comparing
nearly optimum systems that are far enough
apart for minimal interaction. If I could only
have one antenna, it would absolutely be the
vertical.

P.S. You were so strong on the 7th I
thought you were a local station until I heard
your call!

73, Tom WBJI w8ji@contesting.com

Overseas Subscriptions — Please Note
Due to increasing bank charges CDXC cannot accept NON STERLING cheques for members'
subscriptions. Only cheques in STERLING drawn on a UK bank can be accepted. International
members are asked to use the CREDIT CARD facilities CDXC has established with NEVADA
and ML&S. US dollars as cash can still be accepted but these are sent at the member's own risk
through the post.

Poem Island -
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disabilities I keep myself busy.
Hopefully you now know who G3HZL is !!

for election for District Council last year,
but I didn't gain a seat so, despite my severe

How much is that rare DX Card worth to you?
Ken Frankcom, G3OCA

there will be fewer operators prepared to
undertake them. We would like to thank the
many operators who did give "a little extra"
which I can assure you were much
appreciated. Every penny has gone towards
our future expeditions. Our next expedition
is the island of Abokwa off the coast of
Ghana. We anticipate QSO costs to be about
the same as for AF-43. We are guaranteeing
direct QSLs to be answered a maximum of 2
months after operation (better than some
expeditions I am still waiting for!) and will
probably QSL all contacts via the bureau
when time permits.
These operations give us and those who we
contact a lot of pleasure; otherwise we
would not undertake them. We meet many
of our old friends and hopefully give them a
new one. See you on the next island.
73 Ken G3OCA
QSL Manager TROA/P, GS3EEO/P-,
GS3ZB1/P, GSONHR/P & 9g5??

Following our recent expedition to AF-43
Banie Island we received some 1000+ direct
QSL requests for our TROA/P card. During
the expedition we made some 6000+ QSOs.
Dividing this number into the total
expedition costs gives figures of
approximately 30 pence as the cost of each
QSO.
Included in the direct requests were a
considerable number of envelopes enclosing
a QSL plus a stamped addressed envelope;
these were almost exclusively from UK
stations. If the expedition QSL manager had
been an overseas operator it would have
been desirable to enclose a $1 or IRC, to
cover postage plus a little over towards the
expedition costs, if a direct reply was
expected. This expedition, in common with
our future expeditions did not form part of a
holiday but was undertaken for the sole
purpose of activating a rare island. As was
stated at the RSGB HF and IOTA
Convention if expeditions are not supported
so that at least part of the cost is recovered

160m Experiences
(forwarded by Mike G3SED)

sunset...1201z the vertical and the inv.vee
were the same on receive and 5 minutes
later the vertical was well ahead.

I thought this might be an interesting
Snippet from the 160 reflector for the
Digest. It's not often you hear the
experiences of someone with such high
dipoles and large verticals on 160 metres.
Fascinating stuff !

Hi Mike!
This parallels my experience in 1985 when I
had an elevated GP and dipole up 145' in
Colorado. Both dipole supports were pulled
out 500' so it was fairly flat...i.e. not an
inverted vee which has a low angle pattern.
I did tests daily to VK (VK3ZL, VK4YB,

Mike G3SED

VK6HD wrote:
At sunset, when I worked Jon, I was using
the inverted vee, which was 2 S points up on
the vertical. Thirty minutes after
40

Operating on IOTA or DX frequencies (only
SSB) 80-40-20-17-15-12-10m
Equipment: Kenwood TS-50, 100 W,
Doublet
QSL preferably by the Bureau to PA3GIO
Webster USA:
http://www.qsl.net/pa3gio/5H1/
Webster Netherlands:

for DXCC, on both SSB and CW using the
special callsign 5Z4WI between 8 th and 16th
been activated only March20.Wsin
once before, for a 24 hour period in the 1993
IOTA contest.
We plan activity all bands from 160 to 10
metres (except 30 metres, which is not
permitted in Kenya) and will be an HQ
station during the Commonwealth Contest,
but will not restrict ourselves to working
Commonwealth stations only during the
Contest period.

http://www.xs4all.n1/-pa3gio/5H1/
DXpedition to Cocoas Keeling OC-003

Bert will be VK9CQ August/September
2000 (Exact dates depending on flight
schedule) on IOTA or DX frequencies (only
SSB) 80-40-20-17-15-12-10m
Equipment: Kenwood TS-50, 100 W,
Doublet
Webster USA:
http://www.qsl.net/pa3gio/VK9CQ/
Webster Netherlands:
http://www.xs4all.n1/-pa3gio/VK9CQ/

QSLs will be handled by G3SWH (QTHR),
either direct with return postage, or via the
RSGB bureau.
We are happy to meet the costs of transport
to and from the island, but donations and
contributions towards our living expenses
on the island, printing QSLs and the like
will be welcomed. No amount is too small!
Would you be willing to make a modest
contribution? Please do not send cheques in
any currency other than Sterling.
Should you require any more information,
please do not hesitate to contact G3SWH.

DXpedition to Christmas Island 0C-002 :
Bert, PA3GIO will be VK9XV
August / September 2000 (Exact dates

depending on flight schedule) on IOTA or
DX frequencies (only SSB) 80-40-20-1715-12-10m
Equipment: Kenwood TS-50, 100 W,
Doublet
Webster USA:
http://www.qsl.net/pa3gioNK9XV/
Webster Netherlands:
http://www.xs4all.n1/-pa3gio/VK9XV/

From Tony, W2VRK: Hello Don, I'm an avid

DXer that also a collector of vintage QSL
cards that are pre-1935. I was wondering if
you know of any club members that are into
this activity. I would like to trade cards
with British hams / collectors.
Any help you can offer would be
appreciated.
Tony
W2VRK
(tpllrs@eclipse.net )
(Somerset, NJ - home of Marconi Wireless
station, New Brunswick, NJ) part of IMD
Annual Celebration.

73, Bert, PA3GIO
From Phil, G3SWH: Jim, G3RTE; David,
G3UNA; Rob, 5Z4RL; Ian, 5Z4IC; Graham,
5Z4GS and Phil, G3SWH will activate
Wasini Island, which also counts for Kenya
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NICE TO KNOW
(Most of the items in this section come from the Internet, so are already in the public domain.
However, I include those which I think may be of interest, or useful to refer back to in the future.
I certainly don't see all possible sources, so do please pass on anything you think may be of
interest to fellow members. — ed.)

DXCC NEWS RELEASE
DXCC Desk Announces New Enhanced DXCC Card Checking Program

The ARRL DXCC Desk announces a new, enhanced DXCC Card Checking program, which was
approved by the ARRL Board of Directors at their January 2000 board meeting in Memphis.
This new program will allow DXCC members to have their cards checked by local card checkers
without the necessity of mailing cards to ARRL Headquarters.
Under the new program, DXCC Card Checkers will be able to check all awards except 160
meter DXCC, and all QSLs from any current DXCC Entity. This will apply to both new awards
and endorsements. QSOs made up to ten years prior to the current year will be eligible for
checking in the field, while older cards and Deleted Entities may still be sent to ARRL HQ.
The current DXCC Field Checking program will end on March 31, 2000, with the new program
beginning on April I, 2000. Reappointment of DXCC Card Checkers under new criteria will be.
necessary. Nominations may be made by Section Managers and ARRL affiliated DX Specialty
Clubs of 25 members or more.
DXCC Award UK Field Checking Enhanced Programme
-

The ARRL has announced an enhanced DXCC Field Checking programme which includes the
UK field checkers. With immediate effect the UK checkers will be able to check QSL cards for
all awards except 160 metre DXCC, and from any current DXCC entity (country). Cards for
QSOs made up to ten years prior to the current year may be checked.
This means that during 2000 any card may be submitted that is dated 1990 or later, but not cards
from a deleted country (entity) or for any QSOs on 160 metres. A completed application form
must accompany the QSL cards sent for checking. The rear of the form listing the data from the
QSL cards submitted MUST be completed.
The UK field checking team remains the same:
If you live in England (G or M prefix and GXIMX), send your cards, return postage, application
form, proof of ARRL membership (if applicable) and fee to:
Jim Kellaway G3RTE, 55 Ladbrooke Drive, Potters Bar, EN6 IQW
If you live in the rest of the United Kingdom (GD, GI, GJ, GM, GU, GW, and equivalent M and
club prefixes), send your cards, return postage, application form, proof of ARRL membership (if
applicable) and fee to:
Rob Ferguson, GM3YTS, 19 Leighton Avenue, Dunblane, FK15 OEB
ARRL ANNOUNCES NEW DXCC AWARDS

As it looks forward to the new millennium, the ARRL DXCC program has added a few new
twists of its own, with something for the seasoned DXer as well as the DX neophyte.
Inaugurated at the start of the new year were The DXCC Challenge, the DeSoto Cup, the 20Meter Single-Band DXCC Award, and the DXCC 2000 Millennium Award. Here's a rundown.
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Fire

In 1959 disaster struck. My previously
broken leg gave out and I was diagnosed as
having osteo-arthritis and I was heading for
promotion to Production Engineer. Into
hospital and hip joint removed, but even
worse I picked up a serious infection, osteo
myelitis and the next eleven years saw me
spend more time in hospital than I did at
work (standing joke when I retired in 1954,
after 25 years service, was that I was the
only bloke who received his 25 year badge
for working 25 weeks). Goodbye promotion,
because I was put on light duties doing
clerical work, cut in pay, but eventually after
a long fight I managed to return to bench
work in the electrical shop.
I also became a member of EARS(Echelford
Amateur Radio Society) and operated VHF
Field Days and HF Field Days and became
Chairman. In April 1967 I became a member
of FOC and this year I am President, a great
honour.
Involved in organising many special event
stations. GB2BA, to celebrate the formation
of British Airways, GB3HCW from
Hanworth Carnival and many others. In
1960 I became a founder member of the
Royal Naval Amateur Radio Society,
number 12 on the list, along with G3JFF,
0311K, VE6BF, VK2AYD, GM3HUN,
G3LCS, etc., and served as their awards
manager for many, many years and on
committee for even longer. In 1973 it was
decided to operate a station from HMS
Belfast in the Pool of London and that has
become an annual event. I was the prime
mover in the formation of the London Group
of the RNARS and served as chairman until
I moved away from London. The dedicated
group restored the Bridge Wireless Office to
something like its original condition and it
now houses the permanent station GB2RN.
Not many of the original dedicated workers
who spent every weekend from 1974 to
1976 rewiring, painting and installing naval
equipment survive. I was also heavily
involved in instructing Sea Cadets in the
mysteries of communications, something I
really enjoyed.

Another tragedy in 1980 when I suffered a
fire at my QTH and lost all my logs and lots
of QSLs. If memory serves me right I would
now have worked 300-plus countries, but it
was just a question of starting again and
now back up to 260 or so, with 198
confirmed.
I have also operated from Eire as EI4VIJ
and EI4HM, and from Lithuania. I believe I
was the first G to operate from there after
they broke free from the USSR. There were
still bloodstains on the sidewalk outside the
TV station in Vilnius. My operation took
place from Birzai, at the QTH of Gedas,
LY3BA. I was made extremely welcome by
the LY crowd and it was lovely using just 3
watts, plus full-size five-element Yagis for
14, 21 and 28. Plenty of DX worked. I have
also operated from Bulgaria, courtesy of a
friend of more than 40 years, Dimiter,
LZIAF The only UK prefix I have not used
is GJ, although my appearance from GI was
very limited I operated from a cabin cruiser
on Lough Erne and snapped the HF whip
whilst passing under a bridge at Belleek.
Bill EI5FY and I did not think of taking a
magnet with us, otherwise we might have
been able to retrieve it. Still very active,
mainly on CW with wire antennas. I have
never used a beam from G3HZL, and prefer
LF to HF. The set-up at present is an IC706Mk2, 230ft end-fed at 50ft for 160,
G5RV running N/S, W3DZZ running E/W
and a half-size G5RV sloper and not a mast
in sight. Everything hangs from trees
surrounded on four sides by high-tension
power lines so the noise during rain or fog is
chronic, but I dig the stuff out.
At present am Chairman of the Moorlands
and District Amateur Radio Society, school
governor at a local primary school, novice
instructor, Morse instructor, do voluntary
work at the local CAB, teach Brownie
Guides for their comms badge organise a
TDOTA station, GB4DGS, active in local
church, minute secretary of my local Labour
Party branch, on constituency GC, did stand
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also a few YLs were included in these
diversions but all of them made demands
like you will have to give up cycling or get
rid of that radio gear, otherwise I will not
marry you. They were shown the door and
hence I am still single.
Rebuild completed by 1956, HRO RX
(much modified) added and at last I had a
rig which was completely screened and not
four or five separate chassis linked with coax. It worked on all bands and my DX score
increased considerably. Harking back to
1953, I broke my femur when I skidded on
some ice which led to many future
problems, but more of that later.
I achieved RCC and A 10PS, and began
award chasing. My OK100 was for 1000 OK
stations worked, over 300 on 160. Did not
claim DXCC, cost of postage and return
postage too much for my meagre wages and
anyway I spent more on custom-built racing
cycles than I did on amateur radio. Seven or
eight weeks' wages on hand-built bikes. I
had two, one for track and one for the road,
was vice-captain of the Clarence Wheelers
(or captain of vice!).

R107, lovely RX for those days and it cost
10 (two weeks' wages), and built up a good
collection of SWL cards. Very few jumped
the gun in those days, so my first rig was
homebrew QRPPP, one tube and a crystal
on 1812kHz, 100mw into a 66ft end-fed,
one QSO in 6 weeks, tremendous DX, all of
5 miles!!!
First DX

Then 6J5-6V6 combination, supposedly on
top band, but I didn't gamer any contacts in
three weeks of fruitless calling. I then found
I was radiating on 2.5MHz, so took some
turns off the VFO coil and ended up on 80
and, hey presto, people began to talk to me.
Built a better PSU, added EF9I doubler,
changed PA to EF9I and added 40 metres.
A trip to Lisle Street found another ex-RAF
PSU, which said it gave 600 volts, added an
807 PA stage which, on key down, glowed
bright red and ventured on to 20. I at last got
outside of Europe, working a PY (PY2DB)
antenna GP, borrowed AVO from work and
found that I had 1000V on the anode. Oh!
My, I was breaking the law, because I was
limited to 25 watts and that poor old 807
was giving 100 watts. I had to find some
way of reducing power because we were a
law abiding lot in those days, so borrowed
some large wire-wound dropping resistors
from work (permanent loan) and got the
plate voltage down to 500 volts and was at
last running a true 25 watts input. More DX
was added to my total, 56 countries by the
time our local radio inspector came to
inspect the station and the log. Dickie Bird,
G4ZU approved and I was permitted to
upgrade to 150 watts, removed the resistors
and after modifying the PSU a trifle. I
achieved 45 watts and then tried phone Heising mod, choke mod, cathode mod and
eventually NBFM(on HF). After three
months I got absolutely cheesed off with
that mode and returned to pumping brass.
In 1954 I decided on a complete rebuild, but
I had other diversions, mainly cycle racing,
used to put in around 10,000 miles a year
pushing pedals around, but boy I was fit,

Off to BOAC

In 1955 1 left London Transport and joined
BOAC, later British Airways, promoted to
production assistant on the flight training
unit. We built training aids and maintained
the flight simulators, the most enjoyable and
rewarding period of my working life, no
problems in obtaining components or having
metalwork done. Our stores stocked most of
the valves I needed and what they did not
have, my tame supplies officer obtained
from Odeon Radio at Harrow.
I joined the Speedbird Amateur Radio Club
(G3NAF) and eventually became secretary.
A good crowd, G3AXP (now EI9BT),
G3ADY, G3SAZ, G3SKC, and G3SPF were
among the members. Sadly, only EI9BT and
G3SAZ are still with us. We worked in
close co-operation with BEA Silver Wing
Amateur Radio Club, G3OUF secretary, later
manager of the RSGB.
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The DXCC Challenge is open only to holders of 5-Band DXCC. Individual standings in the
DXCC Challenge are based on accumulated contact credits made on all eligible bands within the
DXCC program using only current DXCC entities. This includes credits already received by
DXCC for contacts with current DXCC List entities made after November 15, 1945.
Challenge standings will be updated each year. The deadline to submit is September 30, 2000.
Standings will be reported as numbers. Plaques are available for those who accumulate 1500
DXCC Challenge credits. Endorsement bars are available in increments of 500. This year,
eligible bands are 160, 80, 40, 20, 10, and 6 meters. The band list will be increased each year
until all bands (except 30 meters) are included.
Starting this year, the DeSoto Cup will be awarded to the DXer who is at the top of the DXCC
Challenge list on September 30 of each year. The cup is named for Clinton B. DeSoto, W ICBD,
who wrote the 1935 QST article that inspired the original DXCC program. A DXer may only be
awarded one cup.
The 20-Meter Single-Band DXCC Award is the first of several new single-band awards to be
phased in over the next year or so. Contacts with current DXCC entities are eligible for credit,
beginning with any QSOs made on or after November 15, 1945, on any mode. DXCC reports
returned after August 1, 1999, show 20-meter contact credits. Those with a 5-Band DXCC
issued before April 1, 1992, may submit up to 100 current 20-meter cards with no per-card
charges applied.
Here's a DXCC award for everyone. To qualify, work 100 or more current DXCC entities during
the calendar year (UTC), any combination of bands or modes is allowed. Here's the best part:
You don't have to submit any QSL cards! Applicants must certify to the authenticity of log
extracts submitted, however. The DXCC 2000 Millennium Award period began 0000 UTC on
January I, 2000, and continues through 2359 UTC on December 31, 2000.
The DXCC 2000 Millennium Award is separate and apart from the traditional DXCC awards
program. Qualifying for this award does not give credit for traditional DXCC awards, but DXCC
rules still apply. The DXCC 2000 Millennium Award certificate is available to ARRL members
and non-members.
Official application forms may be downloaded at http://www.arrl.org/awards/dxcc . Forms also
are available for an SASE (or an SASE plus one IRC for hams outside the US). Send requests to
DXCC 2000 Millennium Application, ARRL, 225 Main St, Newington, CT 06111.
Completed applications must be received at ARRL HQ within one year of the close of the
DXCC 2000 Millennium Award period. Applications should be accompanied by $10 (US funds)
to cover the costs of printing, postage, and handling.
For additional information on these new programs, see New DXCC Awards for the New
Millennium" in December 1999 QST, page 47, or visit
http://www.arrl.orgjawards/dxcc/00rules.html.
If you have questions about any of these new awards, contact DXCC Manager Bill Moore,
NC IL, bmoore@arrl.org .
Retirement of K5FUV

The ARRL has announced the retirement of Bill Kennamer, KSNX (ex-K5FUV), ARRL
Membership Services Manager, which will be effective March 28th. Kennamer joined the staff
in 1992 as the DXCC Specialist and quickly un-shoveled the DXCC Desk out from a huge
backlog of QSL cards. In September 1993 he took over the duties of "How's DX?" and then
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became the DXCC Manager shortly afterwards. Bill took over as the Membership Services
Manager in April 1998, after Chuck Hutchinson, K8CH, stepped down due to health reasons.
Dave Sumner, KIZZ, Executive Vice-President of the ARRL said, "Bill has made great
contributions to the ARRL and particularly to the DXCC program since he joined the staff in
1992, and he will be greatly missed." Bill, his wife Sandy, N5LEK, and their son Tyler Graham
will return to Fayetteville, Arkansas in early spring. The League will truly have a large void to
fill, as Bill was an excellent resource on DXing and the DXCC program.
http://www.dailydx.com/k5fuv.html
VOA CAP
I just visited the VOA-CAP website and see that a new version of ICEPAC, VOACAP and

REC533 is out as of November 10th. They claim it to be 3 times faster than before.
http://elbert.its.bldrdoc.gov/pc_hf/hfwin32.html
Chad WE9V
QSL RQ (by SMOJHF)

Recent operation from the Gambia - C56JHF is QSL RQ SMOJHF
That means: Send your request (ReQuest) to SMOJHF but without your QSL card. I do not
collect any QSL cards, direct or via bureau. To receive a QSL card from C56JHF direct, send:
QSO data + SAE + postage by mail to SMOJHF
To receive a QSL card from C56JHF through the bureau, send an e-mail message to
smOjhf@qsl.net and write C56JHF QSL in the subject field, write QSO data, your call.
I want to introduce this abbreviation QSL RQ since I know there are more and more DX stations
who do not collect QSL cards and simply throw them away. To save money and time, use this
abbreviation. I know of one DX station that uses the incoming QSL cards in his fireplace.
73 Henryk SMOJHF/K6JHF/SO5JHF/C56JHF
P.S. This information applies to all my calls and all future operations.
Pathfinder Enhancement

The search URL for the WM7D online callsign database has changed. A new Pathfinder search
file is available from http://www.qsinet/pathfinder/searches/WM7D.txt - just save this updated
file into your Pathfinder searches subfolder, overwriting the WM7D.TXT file that is there now.
Thanks to Bob W4MYA for the heads up.
73, Dave, AA6YQ
(Pathfinder is a free program that makes it easy to find QSL information from web-accessible
sources. See http://www4sLnet/pathfinder/ for additional information and download
instructions.)

Ham Radio Clipart

Some handy Clipart is available at: http://www.barrysclipart.com/clipart/hamradio/
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service records didn't, so I became a gash
hand with nothing to do. The paper work

Butlins - no holiday in mid-winter, I was
delivered by rail to a station on the Cheshire
Lines Committee, namely Culceth, Lanes
(now Cheshire) and learnt how to be an
infantryman dressed in seaman's rig.
Halfway through the 14 weeks of square
bashing I contracted pleurisy and spent some
time recovering.
The good food and exercise began to take
effect, I had to exchange size 8 boots for
size 10. I grew four inches and weight
increased to 140 pounds.
August 1946 saw me on my way to RAF
Melksham for my technical training.
Airyplanes are a bit more delicate than trams
and they had to teach ham-fisted matelots
like me how to handle them, but when we
arrived there our kit had gone adrift and we
got sent home. They found it up in GM two
weeks later, and I really began my training,
which lasted until January 1947, when the
powers that be decided I knew enough to be
promoted to Air Mech 1st class, but first to
barracks at Lee on the Solent in Hampshire.
If I wasn't seeing the sea at least 1 was seeing
parts of this country I had never seen before,
spent two pleasant weeks skiving around
(my duty was the agricultural department,
which meant I reported to the head gardener
and sat in his garage playing cards and
drinking tea, whilst 40 odd bods were
detailed off at each morning's parade to do
the work). Eventually a call came over the
Tannoy system, "Able Seaman Walmsley
report to the Drafting Master at Arms office,
which I duly did and was handed six draft
chits and told that I was in charge of five
other ratings who were going to Wild West
Wales. Some reading this will remember the
winter of 1947. Well, we wended our way
across country by rail (shortest route, longest
time) until we arrived at Haverfordwest in
Pembrokeshire. A truck marked Royal Navy
met us and said that because my destination,
Naval Air Station, Brawdy, was snowed in I
would have to go to RNAS Dale.

also eventually caught up with me and I was
detailed off to take my QS board (qualified
to sign form 700, i.e. certificate of
airworthiness), duly sat and passed and then
ended up as ship's company looking after
flasher beacons and runway lighting. The
big snow came in March and we were cut
off, twenty foot drifts blocking all roads,
airfield unusable and short of food we lived

on ships biscuits and corned beef until relief
came in the shape of a destroyer from
Milford Haven and every one became pack
horses carrying sides of beef, etc. from a
little cove up to our airfield. The next six
weeks were spent digging out isolated
farms, once the main road was cleared. Then
came the most glorious summer ever. I
escaped from the workshops and became
senior rates messman, lots of big eats, which
suited me, and plenty of time off for
swimming. Late in 1947, Brawdy was
closed and out on care and maintenance and
I became a cook until I was eventually
demobbed in August 1948. I had done a bit
of listening on an Eddystone 358X, which in
our stores, but I did not discover the amateur
bands.
Back to repairing trolley buses and domestic
radios, being in short supply then. Les and
Eric rounded up enough of us to start a
small repair party during our lunch hour,
then Eric, who turned out to be G3GXO,
began teaching the small group some theory.
Well, if you are repairing radios you might
as well know how they work_ After a few
months I found out that Les was G2DUP
and he became my Elmer. After a visit to his
shack in Shepherds Bush, the bug bit (it's
still biting) and I bought the ARRL
handbook, built myself an 0-V-1, and began
serious listening as ISWL G-3280. Les
began to teach me the code, I sat and passed
the RAE in May 1951, passed the Morse in
October 1951 and became G3HZL in Dec
51.

Brawdy

I had also acquired an 81116, but found it
too expensive on LT batteries, so bought an

I eventually did reach Brawdy, but my
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World" and contained many references to
amateur radio. To take just one extract from
the book (page 169) quote "these amateurs hams as they proudly call themselves (!) - all
volunteered to listen for Tim's signals and
did so conscientiously day after day, night
after night.

the jettisoning of much hardware (the radio
equipment was the first to go!) it hit the
water. The gondola was released from the
balloon and the crew sailed it across the
Atlantic and were finally picked up off the
coast of Barbados some 6 weeks later.
The story of the balloon is told in detail by
Arnold (Bushey) Eiloart and Peter Elstob in
the book entitled "The Flight of the Small

G3JZK and G3AAE are named in the
"Word of Thanks" appendix of the book.

WinTelnetX
Version
3.00
of
my
WinTelnetX
program
http://www.berkshire.net/-robbins/software.htmlftwintelnetx

is

now

available

at:

It rearranges the windows and makes setting up connections to telnet clusters even easier. It
includes info on use with the latest CT built in Ethernet. It also includes bug fixes, filtering of
dupe DX spots, an automatic start-up switch for shortcuts, the capability of logging everything to
a file, and several other new features.
David Robbins K= (ex KY1H), klttt@berkshire.net or robbins @berksh i re net
http://www.berkshire.net/-robbins/klttt.html

G's Worked by XZOA on 160
The following list appeared on the XZOA Website and shows what can be achieved on 160 by a
well-equipped expedition with good operators. By well-equipped, this expedition had a 180ft
vertical on topband, close to the water! Now if only that would become the norm ...
(The URL for this data is http://getnet.com/-k7wx/160-1.htm)
Stations in bold were worked on SSB. G3OZF, our very own President, and G3KMA are the
only UK stations to have worked XZOA on 160 on both SSB and CW. Congratulations Don and
Roger!
GOBMS GOIVZ GOLCS GONXX GOOlL GOWAZ G3AKU G3BDQ G3FFH G3GLL G3HZL
G3ILO G3ITH G3JMJ G3JMJ G3JNF G3KEV G3KLH G3KMA G3KMA G3LAS G3LNS
G3LQ G3LZQ G3NAS G3NKC G3NUG G3OLB G3ORP G3OZF G3OZF G3PLP G3PQA
G3RDK G3RTY G3SED G3SEF G3SJJ G3SNN G3SVL G3SYM G3THH G3TMA G3TTJ
G3UFY G3VJP G3VMW G3WGW G3WPF G3XDV G3XMP G3XTT G3YVH G3ZEM
G3ZKN G3ZRS G4BUE G4BWP G4BWP G4BYG G4DBN G4ERZ G4IUF G4RCG G4XOL
GGOMRN GIOKOW GIOKPF GIOSAP GI3OQR GJ3YHU GM4BES GW3JXN GW3KDB
GW3NWS GW3TMP MOARC M2D

Member Profile

-

G3HZL

Don Walmsley
Born 1927 in Battersea, SW London, to
Dover the same year(father was a motive
power man on -the old Southern Railway,
and you had to move sheds to gain
promotion ). Dad returned to Nine Elms
locomotive shed in 1932 and the family, two
brothers being born since the move, moved
to West London, where the final addition, a
sister, arrived in 1934. School, infants,
primary and grammar, where I did not do
very well, especially at maths and science.
Started work in 1943 as an apprentice
electrical fitter on London's trams and
trolleybuses. Had armed-forces medical in
1944, passed Al, and they told me that I

would be going into the Royal Marines.
They must have been desperate, because I
only weighed 104 pounds and was 5ft Tins
tall, definitely not Charles Atlas. I was the
one who had sand kicked in his face!!

Call-up deferred
Call up deferred until January 1946, when
mail arrived saying report to HMS Royal
Arthur (Butlins at Skegness),so I knew I was
not going to be a bootjack. Strange system
in those days, they asked you what you
wanted to be. I said seaman torpedoman
(proper electrician), they said we do not
want them this week, you will have to be an
air mechanic electrical. After two weeks at
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Topband Propagation Articles
Because of the many requests we have received for copies of the Topband propagation article
that appeared in the March and April, 1998, issues of CQ magazine, Cary Oler, with the kind
permission of CQ magazine, has now placed the article on the Web at:
http://solar.uleth.ca/cquaper/cq,ndf Note that you will need the Adobe Acrobat reader to view
this document, but the reader is available free at: http://www.adobe.com
In the future, Cary will post a corresponding index file so that people who go to:
http://solar.uleth.ca/cooaner will find some introductory remarks together with a link to the PDF
file. As always, check the Solar Terrestrial Dispatch (STD) site
hup://solar.uleth.ca/solar/index.html for the latest solar and geomagnetic data, including
geomagnetic data for Canadian arctic observatories.
73, Ted N4XX

Biographies on-line
QRZ.com says it now has more than 14,000 mini-biographies of Amateur Radio operators online along with its call sign database, with dozens of new listings arriving daily. QRZ.com says it
is now possible to instantly search through the entire collection of biographies to find other hams
with similar interests, backgrounds or other hobbies. Any combination of keywords may be
searched. Check it out at http://www.qrz.com/biosearch.html --QRZ.com/Fred Lloyd, AA7BQ

DX MAGAZINE'S 100 MOST NEED DXCC ENTITIES
This survey was conducted in September and October 1999. The complete breakdown of that
survey was published in the January/February 2000 issue of The DX Magazine. The WORLDWIDE results of last years survey are shown below.

PFX
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

P5
VU4
A5
BS7
70
3Y/B

COUNTRY
North Korea
Andaman
Bhutan
Scarborough
Yemen
Bouvet
Lakshadweep

1998

1980

RANK

RANK

6
4
3
6
13
8
17

N/A
I()
52
N/A
N/A
12
55

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

V KO/M
VP8/SS
3C
YA
FR/J
FR/G
FR/T
3Y/P
FO/C
VP8/G
KH5K
SV/A
CEOX
3D2/C
KP5
BV9P
9U
EP
KP I
VK9M
YVO
ZD9
H KO
V P8/0
A2
T5
YK
PYOS
FT8W
ZS8
T32
KII5
PYOT
FT8X
E4
Kli 1
FO/A
XW
3B6/7
S2
1A0
FO/M
J2
JDUM
T19
3C0
YI
ST
TN
5A

11
24
18
22
16
9
7
70
53
50
37
10
20
60

Macquarie
S.Sandwich
Equatorial Guinea
Afghanistan
Juan De Nova
Glorioso
Tromelin
Peter I
Clipperton
S. Georgia
Kingman Reef
Mt Athos
San Felix
Conway Reef
Desecheo
Pratas
Burundi
Iran
Navassa
Mellish
Ayes Island
Tristan Da Cunha
Malpelo
S.Orkney
Botswana
Somalia
Syria
St Peter & Paul
Crozet
Marion Island
Eastern Kiribati
Palmyra
Trindade
Kerguelen
Palestine
Baker & Howland
Austral
Laos
Agalea/St Brandon
Bangladesh
Sov. Mil .Order-Malta
Marquesas
Djibouti
Minami Torishima
Cocos Island
Annobon
Iraq
Sudan
Congo
Libya

2
71
23
75
64
52
45
19

47
26
44
31
21
82
66
32
61
78
25
30
49
57
40
86

29
73
42
27
51
62
35
18

52
48
N/A
19

decorated for Christmas
thought!

14
15
38
N/A
64
53
43

Band

QSOs

Dupes

DXCC

40
30
20
17
15
12
TOTAL

591
266
19
54
180
38
1161

8
4

40
18
5

45
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
16
N/A
N/A
50
70
35
18

21
36
9
74

62
80

26
49

93
39
41

— a sobering
Special QSL cards have been printed and are
available either from my call book address
with SAE and return postage or via the
RSGB bureau.

Final QSO statistics are:

0

0
1
0
13

My particular thanks go to my XYL, Jan;
Godfrey, 9M6GY; Phil, 9M6CT and the
management teams of the three hotels,
without whose help and co-operation this
operation would not have been possible.

8
22
4
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THE SMALL WORLD
John Kay, G3AAE

In his "member profile" in the January 2000
issue of CDXC Digest G3LAS mentions the
attempted transatlantic balloon crossing of
1958 - 59. Members may be interested to
know of the involvement of radio amateurs
in this extraordinary exploit.

balloon installation would be properly fitted
in the gondola and I was asked to fly with it
and Tim to Tenerife to join the rest of the
party, who had earlier travelled by sea.
Incidentally the departure QTH was EA8 not
C112 (CU2) as stated by G3LAS.

The expedition team comprised Bushey
Eiloart and his son Tim (from Cambridge)
plus Colin Mudie (the designer and
navigator) and his wife Rosemary (the
photographer). Plans were well advanced
when the team realised they did not have
enough money to complete the task, so they
contacted Bill Hardcastle, the Editor of the
Daily Mail, whose paper had provided funds
for many pioneering airborne enterprises.

Some 5 UK amateurs including G2FUX,
G3YF, G8KS, and G3AAE were issued with
special temporary G7 licences (1 was
G7AAD) to monitor signals from the
balloon over the Atlantic.

Bill Hardcastle was not prepared to provide
finance unless regular in-flight reports from
the balloon were forthcoming, so he
contacted G6CL at RSGB HQ for help.
G6CL convened a meeting with the Daily
Mail involving several HE orientated
Council members of the RSGB. I was one
of them!

First (and last!) signals

A listener monitoring network of EA8
amateurs was also arranged. A special code
was organised to reduce the sending time
and effort for Tim, who was not the surest of
CW operators.
After installing the equipment I saw the
balloon rise from the beach in southern
Tenerife and returned with EA8BB, with
whom I was staying, to listen for the signals
from the balloon. The first (and last) report
from Tim was received some hours later and
combining our reception with the signals
received in England enough intelligence was
secured to enable the Daily Mail to publish
its first report on the flight.

It was agreed that a transceiver would be
built at Cambridge and the Tim Eiloart
would undergo a crash course in CW and
operating procedures.

The reason for the balloon landing in the sea
was not that it went the wrong way, but that
thermals caused it to plummet, and despite

Off to Tenerife
28
22

The Daily Mail needed assurances that the
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Tamu time

and a last session on the air before the short,
late afternoon flight back to KK. I made
243 CW QSOs from the Renaissance Hotel,
between 9th and 11th November 1999 in
just over four hours of operating, 183 of
which were on 30 metres.

On Sunday 14th, we hired the same car and
driver to take us to the weekly tamu at Kota
Balud, a small town about an hour's drive
north of the hotel. Tamus are open-air
markets where villagers gather to sell their
farm produce and to buy manufactured
goods from traders. They are also social
occasions where news and stories are
exchanged. We arrived mid morning and
found it to be a colourful melee of locals
buying and selling live chickens and rabbits;
fish, meat and vegetables, cooked food and
fabric. There were literally thousands of
people, including less than a dozen
Europeans.

Transport was waiting at KK airport and we
were driven to the Shangri-La Rasa Ria
Hotel at Dalit Bay, about an hour north of
the city. We checked into room 632, once
again on the top floor, facing west.
Next morning, I contacted the hotel's
engineering manager, who had been
informed by the Tanjung Am of my
impending arrival. Again, there were no
problems in putting up my antenna, except
that he was concerned about possible
lightning strikes. A sloping 40m dipole was
erected, running east/west between the
balcony and a convenient palm tree, with the
station on the balcony overlooking the sea.

On the way back to the hotel, we stopped at
the Mengkabong water village, which is a
traditional stilt village built over the mud of
the estuary. Most of the simple houses have
electricity and telephone; all have fresh
water, and many modem cars are parked on
the shore, but sanitation is non-existent.
Dogs romp in the mud at low tide and
children swim in the river, apparently
immune to disease.

An early evening session provided a nice
run on 40 metres, in spite of the intruders,
until Godfrey, Stella, Kelly and Phil joined
us for drinks in our room and a buffet dinner
in the hotel restaurant. I resolved to be up
early the following morning to work 40
metres. DX-EDGE indicated an opening
into the eastern USA and a full darkness
path to Europe, with dawn at about 22:00
UTC (6.00 a.m. local time), when the
intruders would (hopefully) still be in bed.
It worked! The first QSO was at 21:15 UTC
and I made 62 QSOs, including Mike,
G3SED, my second G, in the hour or so
before the band died, only 10 minutes after
sunrise.

That evening, whilst I was working on 17m,
we received a visit from Will, the tame
wreathed hornbill from the hotel's wildlife
reserve, who landed on the balcony rail in
front of Jan. He then proceeded to devour
our bowl of nuts, before flapping off to
terrorise some other unsuspecting visitors.
I followed the same formula for our last
morning, getting up at about 5.00 a.m. to
work 40 metres and managed to work a few
more Europeans, including Fred, G4BWP
for my third and last G. It was then time to
take down the antenna and dismantle the
station. I made 506 QSOs from the Rasa
Ria Hotel, between 12th and 14th November
1999 in just over ten hours of operating, 375
of which were on 40 metres.

After breakfast, we hired a car with a driver,
Mr Wong, to visit the Mount Kinabalu
National Park and the Poring Hot Springs,
some 88 km from KK. The springs were
developed by the Japanese during the
Second World War and are popular with the
local people. Away from the coast and at an
altitude of about 1600•metres, the climate is
very different and we experienced our only
other wet day of the holiday, despite it being
the "rainy" season.
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VKO/11
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Stella, 9M6JY joined us for lunch, helped us
pack, and saw us off to the airport. The
flights home were uneventful and we arrived
at Heathrow's Terminal 3 very early on the
morning of 16th November to find it already
34
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GENERAL TOPICS
Operating /2K
Ian Capon, GOKRL (oOkrItiantnet)

I hadn't really paid much attention to the
announcement in the RadCom about UK
Amateurs being allowed to use a special
"/2K" suffix during the month of January to
celebrate the New Millennium.
However, between the Christmas festivities
and the coming of the New Year, whilst
browsing through RadCom for want of
something better to do I re-read the item
about it and a plan began to form.
Would it be possible for me to make 2,000
QS0s during the month of January? A
strangely appropriate number I thought as
the idea began to go from strength to
strength.
Now whilst I enjoy contesting from my
home station it is not exactly in the league of
mega-stations one usually reads of and a
good contest entry from me might be as high
as 400 Q's. So, I was already setting my
sights considerably higher than might be
achievable but as the festive cheer (read
alcohol), was obviously affecting me I
thought this was a fine and even achievable
proposition!
A slow start!

As usual with my ideas things didn't start
quite according to plan and I made no Q's at
all until the 7th of January. However from
there on things went quite well, the /2K
suffix proved to be really quite popular and
indeed I even found myself being spotted on
the DX Cluster a few times. This really was
fun, I managed to have good pile-ups on
most bands and modes I went on and
considering I was at home it almost felt at
times as though I was on a real DXpedition
(yes I know I'm sad!).
By now the number of Q's was rising quite

dramatically, and I began to think I'd better
start work on a QSL card, especially as
direct requests were already arriving in the
post! Because 1 work as a printer changing
QSL designs is something I seem to do quite
regularly! No one at work was too surprised
therefore when I started work on yet another
design, and I even managed to cajole our
graphic designer into drawing a quick
cartoon to liven the card up a little.

GOKRL,
ho Capon
Window, Bcytuo, Bury St Edmunds.
Suffolk. 11'30 9AJ. England_
VI A B - TL% EARL: - JO02jf
occo,c,roc-Nor

I used the suffix mostly on SSB and RTTY
with a half-hour sojourn on CW in the
RSGB AFS contest. RTTY proved to be the
most fun as I was quite active during the
ARRL RTTY Roundup and the pile-ups
were really quite fast and furious. I
discovered afterwards I was spotted many
times during the contest which did wonders
for my ego if not my score! The funniest
thing to happen during the contest whilst
doing some S&P'ing I noticed that some
stations I called seemed to have a problem
with the /2K call as it caused their stations
to lock up in the Tx diddle mode! I bet I'm
really popular with those guys and if any of
them are reading this — I do apologise! Later
Fred G4BWP told me an upgrade was now
available for the WFIB software to enable it

carefully constructed wooden walkway over
the floor of the caves is so slippery with
guano as to be treacherous and you dare not
put your hand on the safety rail for fear of
gathering a handful of cockroaches. Not
recommended for the faint hearted!
A narrow corridor of rain forest exists along
the banks of the Kinabatangan and the area
is rich with wildlife. Sukau is the main
village on the lower section, a short distance
past the caves. The Lodge itself offers
comfortable, mosquito proof, en-suite
rooms, good food and a bar. We arrived in
time for lunch and afterwards took a short
siesta. I had decided not to bring the radio,
but regretted not doing so as rigging an
antenna would have been simple, and there
would have been plenty of time to operate.
In the late afternoon, Khui Lin took us for a
cruise on a tributary of the river, when we
saw snakes, monitor lizards, long-tailed and
pig-tailed macaques, proboscis monkeys and
many species of birds. After dinner, we went
for a trek in the jungle around the Lodge,
seeing various nocturnal creatures.
Returning to the Lodge, I noticed what
looked like a striped snail on my ankle. To
the delight of Khui Lin and the other guests,
it proved to be a tiger leech feasting on my
blood. After being photographed, the poor
creature was despatched with an application
of salt, rather than the traditional cigarette
end.
Early next morning, we took another river
cruise, this time on the main stream. Here
was saw three orang-utan in the wild — quite
a rare sight — a solitary crocodile, macaques,
proboscis monkeys and many birds,
including the brilliantly coloured storkbilled kingfisher. We landed to explore the
oxbow lakes and, after the previous night's
experience, put on leech-proof socks made
of calico, which is too dense for the leeches
to penetrate.
After lunch, we returned to Sandakan for
two nights at the Renaissance Hotel. Again,
Godfrey had prepared the way and we were
allocated Room 713 on the seventh floor.

The hotel manager had requested a copy of
my licence but readily agreed to an
"unobtrusive" antenna. Unfortunately, the
room had no balcony and Jan immediately
had misgivings about me operating in the
same room in which she was sleeping.
Having suitably reassured her, I set about
rigging the antenna, but it was clear that
lowering and raising it to change bands
would not be possible. I settled for a
sloping dipole for 30 metres facing north
and hoped that it would tune for some of the
other bands.
The next day, we took a taxi to the Sepilok
Orang-utan Rehabilitation Centre, about 25
km outside town. Orphaned and injured
orang-utans are brought here from all over
Sabah to be rehabilitated to return to forest
life. They are free to forage in the
surrounding forest but are fed twice daily at
a platform about 10 minutes walk from the
centre. We were lucky and saw nine,
including a large male and three babies.
After lunch, we took the local bus back
towards Sandakan and stopped off at the
Australian War Memorial. This is in a quiet
wooded park on the site of the Japanese
POW camp during the Second World War
and the starting point, in early 1945, of the
infamous 'death marches' to Ranau, 250 km
away through the jungle. Of some 2,400
Allied soldiers in the camp, only six
Australians survived - and they were the
ones who escaped. The camp commandant
was later executed as a war criminal.
Next morning was our last in Sandakan and
we decided to explore the town. Once the
capital of British North Borneo, the town
was virtually destroyed by Allied bombing
in 1945. The capital moved to Jesselton, in
1946. Nowadays, it is a thriving
commercial centre with a busy waterfront
and market, where we were pursued by a
group of small boys demanding money. Jan
placated them with a tube of Polos!
We bought some amazingly cheap fabric
and tee shirts and look a taxi back to the
hotel. There was then just time for a swim

confirmed the lack of activity during
daylight hours, recommending that I
concentrate on 40 metres, as East Malaysia
is apparently much in demand on that band.

famous Hillview Gardens in Keningau,
home of 9M6AAC, where we met the
owners, Alfons, 9M6MU and Doris,
9M6DU. What a fabulous QTH! On top of
a hill with a clear take off in all directions
and the nearest obstruction over 20 km
away. Jani, YBOUS/NM6US/9M6US was
in the process of putting the finishing
touches to the new shack in anticipation of
the arrival the following day of Bob, N200
and his gang for the start of their Borneo
Expedition. Phil and Godfrey were waiting
for us and, after a swim and some lunch,
drove us back to the hotel in KK, where we
watched a most spectacular sunset before
another short battle with the intruders on 40
metres.

Jan and Stella arranged to go shopping the
following morning, with the excuse that I
could play radio in peace for a couple of
hours. This sounded like a good idea, but
unfortunately activity died after about 9.30
a.m. local time. The girls didn't get back
until well after 2.00 p.m., by which time 1
had made only a few QSOs, including
A45XR and EL2WW, so I was certainly
getting out. Another late afternoon/early
evening session added a few more QSOs to
the log, but 40 metres was again hard going.
Dinner with Godfrey and Stella was an
informal affair at the KK Yacht Club, of
which Godfrey is a former Commodore.
Kelly, their 19-year-old daughter, who is
studying computing in Kuala Lumpur and is
fluent in Malay, Mandarin and English,
joined us. After dinner, I managed another
short session on 40m around 10.00 p.m. and
found the band much quieter, but we had to
be up early.

The following morning, an early session on
40 metres included a QSO with G3VZT, my
first G. Phil picked me up at 8.00 a.m. and
took me to the Promenade Hotel in
downtown KK for breakfast with Bob,
N200 and Bill, N2WB, who had arrived in
the small hours. Jan had suffered a sleepless
night, took the opportunity of a lie-on and
didn't join us. Doris, Alfons and Jani were
there also; ready to drive Bob and Bill back
to Keningau.

Next day we took the train from KK via
Beaufort to Tenom, a small town in the
interior. There are only I 54km of narrow
gauge railway track in the whole of Sabah.
Built in 1896, it connects KK to Melalap.
The ten-minute taxi ride from the hotel to
the station costs ten ringgit (about £1.50).
The fare for the four-hour train journey was
7.50 ringgit each! The best part of the
journey was between Beaufort and Tenom,
where the train was packed with locals and
their produce. The track follows the course
of the Sungai Padas through spectacular
gorges and over rickety wooden bridges
with excellent views of the jungle and
muddy brown river.

Later, I took down the antenna and packed
up the station, as we were leaving very early
next morning for the next stage of our
holiday. I made 412 CW QSOs from the
Tanjung Ani Hotel, between 4th and 7th
November 1999 in just over eight hours of
operating, 224 of which were on 40 metres.
Sandakan

5.30 a.m. on 8th found us at the airport
boarding the commuter flight from KK to
Sandakan on the east coast. We were met at
Sandakan airport by our personal guide,
Khui Lin and dropped our non-essential
baggage at the Renaissance Hotel, before
departing for an overnight stay at the Sukau
River Lodge on the Sungai Kinabatangan.
During the two hour road journey, we
stopped at the Gomantong Caves, which are
Sabah's most famous source of the swiftlets'
nests used for bird's-nest soup. The

And so to Hil!view..

At Tenom, Godfrey had arranged for us to
be met by Alex Yong, 9W6JP. Alex holds a
Class B, 2 metres only licence and runs a
coffee roasting and packaging business in
the town. He very kindly drove us to the
32

to cope with the /2K suffix problem, I'm not
sure but I think maybe someone should tell
WF1B to forget that now; but he might like
to look at the /3K problem for the future!!!

being asked: What is it for? Where are you?
Can all UK hams use it? And the award of
best question goes to W2*** who asked if I
had to pass a Y2K compliance exam to get
the callsign?

Unfortunately because I was rather busy at
work I was unable to spend as much time
during the month as I had hoped on this, but
as January came to a close I had reached
1,526 QSOs. It was a shame I couldn't make
it to the 2,000 mark but I had a great deal of
fun trying. I don't know how many others
used the suffix, indeed that would be
interesting to find out as I was constantly

Back to reality

And so just as I was getting used to the odd
callsign I'm back to normal and my CQs
don't seem to generate as many callers as
they did last month. I'd like to thank the
RSGB and the RA for allowing us the use of
the suffix and enabling a little pistol to think
he was a big gun if only for a while.

PILE-UP SPECIFICS
Roger Western, G3SXW (g3sxwecompuserve.com )

The objective when operating from a rare
location for a short period is to make as
many contacts as possible. A DXpedition
lasts typically only for a few days so time is
of the essence. When a pile-up of stations is
calling this means - de facto - that a lot of
people would like to make a contact with the
rare station. The sooner one gets through the
sooner the next one has a chance.

Therefore it suits both the Caller and the
Pile-Up Operator that the maximum
possible number of contacts be made. And
therefore that everyone perform in such a
way as to enhance the contact-rate.
Pile-up Operator Blues

A big majority of Callers in pile-ups operate
flawlessly and therefore contribute fully to
the process of maximising the number of
contacts. A minority do not, and they cause
delays to the process, which results in fewer
people making it in to the log. We assume
that such delays are caused mostly by lack of
experience or understanding of how to
operate. Deliberate sabotage is, fortunately,
rare. Here are some of the ways in which
problems occur:

The Callers' Point of View

The aim is to get in the log, preferably
quickly. Therefore, the Caller is delighted
when many contacts are handed out rapidly.
This means that there are more chances of
getting the contact. It is in the interest of all
Callers that the contact-rate be rapid so
everything is done to help speed things up
whilst at the same time trying to make the
contact for oneself.

- Dupes: a second or subsequent contact on
the same band and same mode. Much has
been said about 'Insurance Contacts'. If the
contact was made properly in the first place
then both stations are confident that it was
logged correctly and there should be no need
to call a second time. Sure enough, just
occasionally, QRM covers up the final
acknowledgement so the Caller is unsure.
But this can be no excuse for a third or
fourth call. This merely serves to deny some
new caller his contact. Exceptions to this
might be when a friend of the Pile-Lip

The Pile-Up Operator's Point of View

Why do chaps go on DXpeditions to rare
places? To hand out the maximum number
of contacts possible, to please as many
people as possible. But also to enjoy the
thrill of operating pile-ups. The adrenalinerush is wonderful. (Note: there are also
family-DXpeditioners whose objectives are
far more relaxed. Their position is fully
respected).
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Operator calls in with news from home, or
when a later contest QSO is needed, or
perhaps if the Pile-Up Operator is CQing
without replies. It is an interesting
phenomenon that when changing bands in
the later stages of an expedition the very
first few callers are often 'dupes'. We should
think of each 'dupe' as denying one other
DXer a contact with a rare station. Whether
the policy of the Pile-Up Operator is to work
or to reject the Dupe Caller it still takes up
extra time.

before the band closes or the expedition
ends) so should be used only if there really
is doubt that the call-sign was logged
correctly by the Pile-Up Operator.
- Questions: most questions are redundant.

QSL route and 'Are you active on SSB?'
questions should not be necessary if you are
tuned in to the DX scene. But the most
frustrating thing about questions in the pileup is that they are invariably asked only
moments after the answer has just been
given. At best this is rather incompetent on
the part of the Caller. At worst it may be
possessive ('I finally got you and now I am
going to keep you for a while longer') which
again denies other Callers a contact. In
between I wonder if it may be a tactic to
increase assurance that the DX station is
copying sufficiently. Whatever the cause
questions - again - merely serve to deny
some other hopeful Caller his QSO.

- Policemen: the Pile-Up Operator knows
right away when the unofficial police have
started up because Callers stop calling or
replying to reports when they cannot copy
the DX station through the QRM. The
'policemen' cause more trouble and delays
than they are trying to solve. They don't
even seem to realise that giving 'instructions'
to the pile-up (for example 'up up up') must
NOT be done when the DX is transmitting.
Policemen are always anonymous. No doubt
to hide the embarrassment of their stupidity.

- Tuning Up: of course it is wellunderstood not to tune-up on the DX
frequency (indeed not to EVER transmit at
all on that frequency) but it is astonishing
how much tuning-up QRM is caused on the
DX station's listening frequency. If tuningup has to be done on-air then please let's do
it well away from the pile-up and preferably
very briefly.

- Long Transmissions: the Pile-Up
Operator needs to hear a call-sign and a
signal report. Nothing else. When the PileUp Operator has replied with the call-sign
and report then all he expects to hear (on
CW) is '5NN' - if he hears that from exactly
the same signal (frequency, pitch, strength,
keying speed) then he KNOWS that it is
from the same Caller to whom he has
replied and therefore call-signs are not
needed. USA Callers know this but
European Callers, generally, do not. This a
generalisation and there are exceptions on
both sides but generally speaking the US
Caller is ultra-brief and the European Caller
insists on saying tnx, ur rst, call de, qsl, best
73 - sometimes all of these items, occupying
the time that could be used to complete an
additional 1-2 snappy' contacts. Another
cause of long transmissions (fortunately
rather rare) is when the Caller forces an
'Insurance Contact' within the first contact
by demanding 'cfm call pse?'. This doubles
the length of the QSO (preventing one more
hopeful DXer from making the contact

- Repeating the Call-sign: if the Pile-Up

Operator is frequently replying to a station
very rapidly then it is apparent that he is
picking up a Caller's call-sign after being
sent only once. If so, then it is not wise to
send three times before listening to see if the
DX is ready to reply to you. It can be very
frustrating on the DX end to hear a loud,
clear Caller, to copy the call-sign first time
fully and correctly but then to have wait
another 15 seconds while the same call-sign
is repeated two more times at 15 wpm. That
call has already been logged so moving to a
different caller doesn't work at this stage.
Flexibility is the name of the game: if the
Pile-Up Operator is picking up calls first
time most of the time then send your call
only once and listen briefly (one second),
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flight, our biological clocks were registering
late afternoon, so we weren't feeling tired.
However, we needed to relax after the
journey, so headed for the almost deserted
lounge for a large Bloody Mary before bed.

Raining Again!

It was raining again by the time Phil
collected us and gave us the conducted tour
of Kota Kinabalu, the state capital and
locally known as KK. Formerly Jesselton in
the days of British North Borneo, the city
was renamed after independence in 1963.
Completely destroyed twice during the
Second World War, first by the retreating
British, then again by Allied bombing some
three years later, it is now a modem city of
around 200,000 people.

Still Raining!

It was still raining the following morning,
but I lost no time in getting organised.
Thanks to the good offices of Phil Weaver,
9M6CT, VS6CT, HSO/G4JMB and Godfrey
Yin, 9M6GY the ground had been well
prepared. Our top floor room had a westfacing balcony, overlooking about 100
metres of lawn to the sea. My temporary
licence as 9M6PWT had been issued well in
advance and I had a fax from the hotel
giving me permission to set up my antenna.
The hotel group's Regional Director of
Engineering could not have been more
helpful, even making one of his staff
available to assist me in rigging the antenna.
There was a strategically placed palm tree
on the lawn so an antenna running east/west
at about 10 metres high seemed to be the
most practical arrangement. It was a simple
exercise with golf ball, nylon string and
catapult to get a halyard over the palm tree
and to use the string between the balcony
and the palm tree as a catenary to support
the simple dipole, with band changing being
effected by lowering the catenary and
changing crocodile clips to lengthen or
shorten the driven element. I have
successfully used this same antenna in my
Tanzanian and Reunion operations.

Arriving at Godfrey's home, we were
introduced to his wife, Stella, 9M6.1Y and
handed a formal invitation to dinner that
evening as guests of the Sabah Amateur
Radio Society, 9M6RAC. Jan and Stella
immediately clicked and rushed off to meet
the family and their pets. We were joined
for lunch by Donald Soh, 9M6SU and
surprisingly by Kazu, JA1RJU, 9M61U,
both of whom had been on the 1998
expedition to the Spratly Islands, 9MOC.
Coincidentally, Kazu was visiting KK to
operate on 50 MHz from a flat on the top of
a 15-storey building.
Phil dropped us back at the hotel in the late
afternoon and arranged to collect us again at
6.30 pm to take us to dinner. I managed an
hour or so on the air, but activity on 12 and
20 metres was not very good. I tried 40
metres just before sunset, and things
improved. Unfortunately, there is a major
problem with intruders operating SSB,
mainly, I understand, from Indonesia and the
Philippines. The level of interference is
incredible, particularly in the early evenings
and it was very difficult to find a clear
frequency, let alone make any QS0s.

Whilst I was outside, Phil Weaver phoned to
say that he would be picking us up at 11.00
a.m. to show us round the town. Godfrey
also phoned to invite us to lunch. 1 managed
to get the station, an !corn IC-706
transceiver, switched mode power supply
and 486 based laptop computer running CT,
set up on the balcony and to make the first
QSO with RWOSQ on 12m CW at 02:11
UTC on 4th November 1999, although the
other bands didn't look too lively.

Kazu, JA1RJU and 10 members of SARS
joined us for dinner at the Kampung
Nelayan Seafood Restaurant. Jan and Stella
were called upon to choose the food from an
extensive array of fresh, local vegetables,
fish and live crabs. Their selections were
then taken away to be cooked to order and
served with gallons of Chinese tea. Phil and
I discussed the state of the bands, and he
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Propagation: great North-South path to
Europe, excellent openings to N. America
especially 40/30/20 metres, good openings,

but shorter, to JA. Two days of disturbed
conditions provided mushy bands.

S79TXF
WARC-only
82

FII/G3SXW
Non-WARC
108

FH/G3TXF
WARC-only
104

83%
5%
10%
2%

63%
26%
10%
1%

69%
21%
9%
1%

Top Ten
Countries
DL
IA
UA
G
SP
W
OK
UR
I
F

S79SXW

Top Ten
Countries
W
DL
IA
UA
SP
OK
I
G
UR
F

FH/G3SXW

253
192
173
146
125
162
94
131
87
79

2,778
1,190
742
699
555
518
467
294
465
287

S79TXF

S79 — Total

356
171
172
156
165
121
171
120
144
115
FH/G3TXF

609
363
345
302
290
283
265
251
231
194

4,859
2,671
1.470
1,292
1,165
1,148
965
886
833
542

The end result : ten days operating on FR and hree days on S79, produce 26,201 CW QSOs
just over 1,000 QSOs per operator per day. Great fun too!

SABAH

-

- Blind Callers: the Caller cannot copy the

FH — Total

2,081
1,481
728
593
610
630
498
592
368
255

- Continuous Callers: the Callers who
repeat their call-sign non-stop no matter
what. Italians are especially renowned for
this. The Pile-Up Operator says 'JA Only JA
Only IA Only Only' but back comes
IK I AAA with his multi-kilowatts. Or he
says 'G3S? only G3S? only G3S? only and
back comes IK0727.. Is this perhaps because
he is not copying the 30 wpm CW? In a few
instances maybe. But not in the majority of
cases. Evidence for that statement: they copy
the CW perfectly when replying to them
with one dot wrong in their call-sign. It must
be that they have learned the wrong way that
this tactic helps to get contacts in the log. In
other words sloppy Pile-Up Operators
previously have said 'IA Only' but then
immediately replied to the errant IK. This
phenomenon is almost exclusively a
European disease. It is practically unheard
from IA and rather uncommon from USA.

Analysis :
S79SXW
Bands used
Non-WARC
84
DXCC worked
Continental analysis:
Europe
77%
9%
N America
13%
Asia
1%
Others

then repeat.

or

DX station but calls repeatedly nonetheless.
This results in huge waste of time when the
DX station replies to him several times over
but he just keeps calling, rather than
progressing the QSO. This is especially
marked on the LF bands where the signal
(especially 160m) is fading below the noise
level or (40 metres especially) where the DX
station's frequency is being QRMed. If copy
of the DX station is poor then it is really not
fair to call and then waste everyone's time
when the reply cannot be heard - just in the
vague hope that the DX station's signal will
happen to be audible at the precise moment
when he replies. Better to wait until copy is
adequate. (This category might be more
appropriately named Deaf Callers').

THE LAND BELOW THE WIND

- Ghost Contacts: a blind caller suddenly

Phil Whitchurch, G3SWH

starts to send a signal report, all at the wrong
time, when it is clear that he is not copying
the DX station. This is a ghost QSO as twoway communication is certainly not
happening. A Pile-Up Operator will not log
this type of caller. Maybe Ghost Callers
have been tipped off by a friend (on the

After a 14-hour flight via Kuala Lumpur,
Jan and I arrived at Kota Kinabalu
International Airport at 11.30 p.m. It was
raining, as only it can in South East Asia.
Transport for the ten-minute journey to the

Shangri-La Tanjung Am Hotel was waiting
and we were very quickly checked into room
no 428.
Having left London at 10.00 p.m. the
previous evening and slept well on the

Cluster maybe) who is copying the DX
station that he is being called. When this
happens on-air it is especially irritating: you
hear a third signal saying 'K' to indicate that
he should start transmitting. We have to
draw the line somewhere and surely TWOWAY communication is the definition.

- Bad Keying: the occasional caller has bad
CW, either badly clipped or elongated dots
or joined up letters which make copying the
call-sign difficult. All the more frustrating
when it is sent identically every time so that
unravelling the call gets no easier.
Clipped/elongated dots emanate mostly
from Europe but joined up letters happen
mostly with Japanese stations - JS2 or
WB2??? One .101 station only paused
between the prefix and suffix - the prefix
consisted of ten dashes with a leading dot
and one in the middle. Err? This scrambles
the Pile-Up Operator's brain.
- QRP QRP: occasionally a misguided QRP
operator wastes time by sending those three
letters instead of sticking to just his callsign. In a worst case he sends ONLY those
letters, presumably hoping that the Pile-Up
Operator will then pick him out of the crowd
more quickly. This seldom helps. It slows
down the rate so it is actually more likely
that he will be ignored. QRP operators are
best served by sending only their call-sign
and using other operating skills to secure the
contact.

- Can't Copy CW: the advent of
computerised CW allows non-CW operators
to join in the pile-ups because all they have
to copy at high speed is their own call-sign.
Hmmm. This is proven when the Caller only
responds if his call-sign is given right at the
beginning of the Pile-Up Operator's reply. If
something else goes before such as 'QSL
VIA G3SXW NOW . . . ." he does not
respond. A bare minimum of copying ability
is surely required if only to (again) not waste
everyone's time.
The common thread throughout these twelve
categories of Pile-Up Blues is that time is
wasted, the contact-rate drops and as a result

to regional differences. The plain fact is that
European Callers are less skilled and less
disciplined DX-chasers than their US and
JA colleagues. The only complaint about JA
Callers is that they are perhaps too
disciplined and stylised - they mostly send
slower CW than US/EU callers, at a
regulation 25 wpm, not usually faster.
(Hence the joined-up letters when they try to
force the pace a little, without increasing
keyer speed). Callers from US somehow
know that it is GOOD to be BRIEF. I
wonder why they learned that and others
didn't. How can the message be got across to
European Callers that 'BRIEF IS GOOD'?

fewer Callers can make the contact, much to
everyone's disappointment.
Tail-Ending

Any and every Caller in pile-ups should
consider required reading the chapter by
Wayne Mills, N7NG, in OH2BH's book
'Where do We Go Next?'. The difference
between tail-ending and breaking-in (or
continuous-calling) is like chalk and cheese.
A perfect tail-end is a joy, is highly efficient,
fun, challenges both operators to perform at
their best - and again helps to increase the
contact-rate, to everyone's benefit.
The vital difference is that a tail-end call
does not QRM anything important from the
station being worked. But if that station adds
something redundant such as 'tnx 73' then a
slick Pile-Up Operator welcomes a tail-end
call at precisely the right moment so as to be
able to move on to the next QSO all the
more rapidly. He, after all, is working to
shave seconds off at every opportunity.
There are three complications here, all borne
out of lack of tail-ending skill. One is that
sometimes, by fluke, a Continuous Caller
sounds like a Tail-Ender and gains the
advantage of a contact for the wrong
reasons. His belief in the merits of
Continuous Calling are unfortunately
reinforced. Secondly, those who do not
understand Tail-Ending hear the DX station
reply to a Caller who called whilst the
previous contact was in progress and take
this as a signal that Continuous Calling is
the way to go. Finally, the QSO rhythm and
flow is interrupted which, for less competent
operators, may be a clear signal for
continuous calling. If this results in chaos
then accepting tail-ends has to stop.

Yes, these are generalisations and many
Callers do not fit these descriptions. But
many, many Callers do operate in the ways
described. Something in the DXing
'education' has led to these quite marked
regional differences. Flexibility and learning
by example could help counter these shortcomings. If European DXers consciously
decided to abbreviate their transmissions
just a little and if JA DXers increased their
CW speed by 2 wpm we would all edge
towards higher contact-rates - to everyone's
benefit.
Another regional difference which is quite
fascinating: when the Pile-Up
Station says 'UP' without specifying how far
'up' Europeans take this to mean I kHz
whereas US Callers take it to mean 2 kHz.
Those from JA tend towards 2 rather than 1
kHz. But JA Callers are by far the most
skilled at quickly locating the frequency of
the Caller being worked and then calling on
that frequency.
For CW copying ability and clean/wellformed CW, again it is the Europeans who
cause most problems, though joined-up
letters are markedly worse from JA.
Question-asking is almost exclusively
European. Within Europe it is clear that
Scandinavian and other Northern countries
have more skilled and disciplined DXers
than their colleagues further South and East.

The result of all this is that replying to tailenders is generally only worthwhile if it is
USA. In the case of a European pile-up I
will sometimes 'cheat' by going back in the
normal rhythm to a tail-ender so as not to
disrupt proceedings.
Regional Styles

Several references have already been made
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CW from the Indian Ocean
Roger Western G3SXW and Nigel Cawthorne G3TXF

overlooking the sea but with dense
vegetation all around. Not so good.
However on FH we were literally within feet
of the calm sea-water of the Indian Ocean,
North-facing, in a huge lagoon bay, palmfringed. An idyllic DX location, if ever there
was one!
Accommodation: self-catering bungalow
on S79 with one bedroom plus living area.
A bungalow type hotel resort on FH with
excellent French cuisine, two large
bedrooms, one doubling up as the shack.
Special thanks to Hermann DJ2BW, who
has operated twice from FH, not only for
telling us which hotel to go for on Mayotte,
but also for identifying the two best
bungalows for ham radio!

Roger, G3SXW signed S79SXW and
FH/G3SXW - Nigel, G3TXF signed
S79TXF and FH/G3TXF from 20 January to
3 February 2000 on CW only from North
Point, Mahe, Seychelles and from Trevani,
Mayotte.
Purpose: to make the maximum possible

number of CW contacts in the time available
Where to go? : countries that are in demand
on CW, accessible by air, with easy
licensing - the ideal balance between
maximum need by DXers and yet minimum
planning-time. Mayotte (FH) was to be the
main objective but the airline timetable
resulted in a short S79 operation at each end
of the trip.

depart UK Jan 19, arrive
Seychelles Jan 20, fly to Mayotte Jan 22,
back to Seychelles Feb 1, depart Seychelles
pm Feb 3, arrive home Feb 4. Air Travel:
BA London/Seychelles return (via Nairobi);
then with Air Austral for
Seychelles/Mayotte return. All flights on
time (nearly). Only one excess baggage
charge in four flights, despite taking over
110kg of baggage.
Itinerary:

Transport: taxis between airport, hotel,

airport but on FH also a ferry from a smaller
island (Petite Terre) where the airport is
located to the main island (Grande Terre).
Activity: CW only, 1.8-28MHz. TXF was
QRV exclusively on the three WARC bands

(13,100 QSOs) while SXW was on the six
non-WARC bands (13,101 QSOs). CW
QSOs and pile-ups were the sole objectives
of the trip. Once the antennas were up,
eating, sleeping and the occasional swim
were the only activities apart from making
CW QSO5.

both used the TS570D (no
amplifiers), ETM keyers, laptops for logging
with KIEA in DXpedition mode. Antennas:
both used a R7000 vertical, plus a HF2V for
80/40 metres and a low dipole for 160 (FH
only). An ancient IC735+PSU was also
taken along as back-up, but wasn't needed.
Stations:

Contacts: a total of 26,201 CW contacts as

follows (WARC=TXF, non-WARC=SXW):
Band
160m
80m
40m
30m
20m
17m
15m
12m
10m
Total

S79 - Seychelles: English-speaking, drive on
the left, European living standards and
prices, nice, beautiful and lush, just like
everyone imagines it to be.
FH - Mayotte: definitely Africa yet also very
French, being part of metropolitan France.
Croissants for breakfast, pastis and wine
with every meal.
Locations: both QTHs chosen for take-off
to the North. On S79 we were high on a cliff

S79
0
53
1,100
1,143
488
286
143
931
316
4.460

FH
4
415
2,800
3,412
2,158
3,006
2,144
4,322
3,480
21,741

Total
4
468
3,900
4,555
2,646
3,292
2,287
5,253
3,796
26,201

Licences: S79 reciprocal $120 each
(expensive); FH is CEPT (cheap).
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not be able to do so. A ham contact is not
always about just getting through using the
radio. For example you could use the link to
make a sked for a cw contact, on a certain
band and if you failed to get through, use the
link to chat about trying another frequency
or band or time, as the Internet link is not
affected by propagation.
It would be misguided to play off one skill
against the other i.e. radio vs. computers.
The future lies in hams having skills in both.
For those who wish to stick to the traditional
skills of amateur radio, e.g. low power cw,
Internet linking does not stop them pursing
that and there is every opportunity for them
to do so. However, as always, it is often the
new and new technology that drives hams
and our rules need changing so today's hams
are able to do that.
By permitting new technology it makes it
easier to sell the hobby to the next
generation of hams who will be tomorrow's
Electronic, Computer and Communications
Engineers as it nicely brings together two
skills, amateur radio and computers, both of
which are required to make it all work.
Linking presents opportunities for home
built control circuits and software
challenges.
If you require any further information or
have any questions please contact me.

If you connect to a repeater then you are
transmitting on 2m or 70cm depending what
frequency repeater is on. You connect to the
repeater and put out a call and announce that
you were listening for any calls. As the
TX/RX PTT works on VOX, when you stop
talking the repeater changes from TX to RX,
so if anyone answers you hear them reply.
Abuse.
It is very important from the start that

controls are in place that address the issue of
possible abuse.
1. The gateway link for Iphone would only
be available on a repeater after first
obtaining the permission of the repeater
keeper.
2 The link would be used mainly on
repeaters that are little used
3 The link would not be a permanent 24
hour connection. The link would be made
available by local hams as and when they
happen to be on the Internet and if they
wished to put the link on. The link would be
available for a few hours. Any ham could
provide the gateway if they wished. This
could be policed by having to apply for an
nov. The link could be made to any other
ham repeater anywhere in the world that was
on the intemet at that time or to another
individual ham who was on the Internet.
4 The link would have to be monitored all
the time it was available by the person
providing it and it would have to be
severed instantly if there was any abuse.

(lan included several attachments to his
paper with lists of commands, details of a
typical session, etc. I suggest, if you wish to
see these, you e-mail lan or me directly for a
copy — ed.)

Conclusions

The aim of the project is to exploit the latest
technology. It is cutting edge. It allows hams
to talk to each other who otherwise would

Regional Calling

guide but only if viewed over a long enough
period. The 'last 10 QS05 . rate is not very
helpful but seeing the 'last 100' rate
increasing or decreasing can help the PileUp Operator to judge how things are going.

The main advantage of Regional Calling by
the Pile-Up Operator is when there is a short
opening to a more difficult area. The area
that has long openings is asked to stand by.
By and large the majority do comply readily,
especially if the instruction is repeated
several times to get through the QRM.
Those who ignore the instruction (you
guessed it) are mostly European.
Demand is known to the Pile-Up Operator.
On any Pacific island, for example, he
knows that Europe has greatest need and so
he will prioritise that area when propagation
permits. On any DXpedition it is important
to recognise which of the three main
population areas (EU, JA, US) is most in
need. There is always one of the three,
purely dictated by geography.
In addition, it must be recognised that given
an equal choice of working in to two
different regions it is possible that some
Pile-Up Operators will choose to work US
rather than EU simply because it gets more
stations in to the log quickly. The maximum
possible hourly contact-rate with USA is
perhaps 20% greater than with Europe
because they are more BRIEF. And
remember that the pleasure of being on the
DXpedition is the adrenaline-rush of
running the pile-ups. He may enjoy the pileups to USA markedly more than to other
areas.

On CW any one ultra-brief contact can be
completed in about six seconds so the
theoretical maximum rate is 600 per hour
but there is never such a continuous stream
of highly-slick Callers available for a whole
hour. There will inevitably be some delays,
repeats, part-calls needing to be filled-in,
and so forth. The maximum QSO rate in
practice is probably around 250 in a sixtyminute clock-hour. That is one completed
contact every 14 seconds, non-stop for one
hour. Speaking very generally rates of 200+
per hour are only possible when working
USA. Rates of 160+ with Europe are good.
The overall average of the hottest hours is
commonly around 150 - 180. Any hour over
200 is red-letter. Rates improve on the
higher bands, up to ten metres where they
are at their best, because band-noise is less
and copy easier. These numbers refer to
individual hours but of course the average
for an expedition is much lower, when
taking in to account operating hours with
less favourable propagation and time spent
on 160/80 metres where rates are always
much lower. An overall rate for the whole
DXpedition is likely to be around 100 per
hour.
Allowing for some rest-time, eating, fixing
antennas, even socialising it is normal to
operate for not more than ten hours a day.
Twelve hours or more for a period of several
consecutive days can be totally exhausting.
Hence overall it often seems to transpire that
an operator averages 1,000 contacts per day
(roughly averaging ten hours at 100 per
hour).

Hourly (CW) QSO Rates

The rate at which contacts can be logged is
primarily a feature of the Pile-Up Operator's
skill, particularly in controlling the pile-up
so that the flow is maintained. That skill
varies over time, for example when getting
tired. What rates are possible?
The actual numbers are not important and
vary greatly according to propagation, band,
area being worked, operator skill at both
ends, absence of QRM and several other
factors. But a 'high rate' is more desirable
than a 'low rate'. Contact rates on-screen
from the logging program may be a useful
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Pile-Up Tips

Here are just two tips of the month, so to
speak.
Monitoring the DX station's listening
frequency of course helps enormously rather
than blind-calling on any random 'up'
25

frequency. If a pattern can be established
that helps greatly to know where precisely to
call next time, just a little up or down. A
Pile-Up Operator who is working at a high
contact-rate, replying to Callers first-time
time after time may suddenly go silent for a
few moments before again starting a rapid
flow of contacts. What is he doing in those
few moments? He might be taking a sip of
water or applying insect-repellent. But more
often he has found that his current listening
frequency has become so congested with
callers that he cannot pick out any call-sign
(or part-call) and so is tuning around for a
quieter segment of the band where there are
fewer callers. Example: he is progressively
working stations up the band, moving very
slowly up from 1.0 to 1.5 kHz above his
transmit frequency. Suddenly he cannot hear
a separated signal in that sector as several
hundred CW signals are all merging in to
one big mush. He then tunes away, either up
to 1.5-2.0 or down to 0.8-1.0KHz above his
frequency. Tip: if you have sent your call
and listened three times and suddenly he is
not replying to anyone try moving to a
slightly quieter frequency. But be quick! If
in doubt (or if QRP) keep calling half a kHz
above everyone else. Eventually he will

move his receive segment and pick up a lone
caller, usually above the pack.
Secondly - use QSK. The purpose of QSK is
not to be able to copy CW through your
transmitted signal. It is to be in the position
to know whether the DX station is
transmitting or not. If sending your call-sign
twice before pausing and without QSK you
do not know if he has already gone back to
someone else after their call only once. The
DX station has then already made the
transmission to the other Caller and all you
hear when stopping is silence. You are then
completely out of step. Combine QSK with
sending your call only once and then
listening. That way the pauses between
sending your call can be very short indeed
without fear of missing a fractionally
delayed reply from the DX station.

No direct connection is made between the
radio equipment and the telephone line. The
link is made via the 'type approved' modem
in the computer.

Good Fun!

To join telnet chat open up 'telnet', which is
the root directory of windows. From the
drop down menu chose 'connect', at the
'join' prompt type in e.g. 'athnet.ppc.gr'
(this amprnet gateway is in Athens Greece)
login using your callsign and a password
(your name).At the prompt type 'cony' and
you are connected to the world wide chat
server. If you type '/who' it will list all
stations around the world that are connected.
'/help' gives you the help file.

It's all good - nay, terrific - fun. That is for
VERY sure. And there is no doubt that the
fun element is very gradually increasing
over the years as equipment and operating
skills continuously improve. The incidence
of Pile-Up Operators' Blues is definitely less
- not more - than it used to be. And that is
good news for everyone.

Linking the Internet to Ham radio
Ian Abel G3ZHI, g3zhi@hotmail.com
(Ian G3ZHI kindly forwarded this paper
which he wrote last year. I believe CDXC
members, as a group of movers and shakers
in the hobby, need to be aware of
developments and have a considered view
on them — ed.)

1999 presents a timely opportunity to move
amateur radio forward by a leap.
A change to the regulations would allow
amateur radio to present a high tech face.
This facility will be especially useful for
novices.
By allowing linking to the Internet in the
UK, for ham radio traffic, for voice and data

up
world-wide
opens
(packet),
communication for both. Data is already
connected to the Internet for packet radio, so
hams world-wide can sit in their shacks and
chat to other hams on the keys.
The Internet is now a part of all our lives
and that impact is growing, no more so than
in the amateur radio community. It is vital
therefore, that hams should be able to
exploit the Internet to the full.
The DTI Communications and Information
Industries Directorate have said such
operation is covered by existing regulations
on the telecommunications side.

How It works

There are two basic methods of using the
Internet for ham radio links.
Keyboard chat

Keyboard chat using 'telnet' and 'gateways'
for packet radio, which are connected to the
telnet ham radio chat link serves. This gives
hams the opportunity to chat to other hams
around the world who are connected to the
chat link by either RF, using conventional
packet radio, or if they are on the Internet
via amprnet gateways. A list of these
gateways can be found at
http://hamgatel.sunyerie.edu/amprgate.htm

Instead of typing 'cony' at the prompt if you
type 't 44.131.178.10' you telnet into the
BBC ampmet gateway in London. Once
connected type 'n' and it will give you a list
of world-wide and UK nodes that it can
reach. Some UK Universities also offer
ampmet links.
Voice chat using !phone - Internet
phone

An example of a voice repeater link could
be a UHF repeater in Worksop GB3DS
linked up with the UHF KH6HKL repeater
in Hawaii. A ham walking in Worksop and
using a handheld putting out a CQ call on
GB3DS would also be heard calling CQ in
Hawaii on KH6HKL any ham in Hawaii
using KH6HKL putting out a CQ call would

be heard on GB3DS.
Before making such links you would first
have to obtain the approval of both repeater
keepers and the link would be made
available as and when agreed and
appropriate.
The repeater link need not necessarily be
with a repeater overseas, the link could be
made between any two repeaters in the UK.
The link could also be used on a local
VHF/UHF simplex frequency. This could
mean a ham who was connected to the
Internet, could have a local ham call him, on
a 2m simplex frequency and via the Internet
link patch him through to another ham on
Iphone or patch him to a repeater that was
on Iphone.
The Internet link is all about facilitating
communication around the world, for hams
to be able to talk to each other and to
explore new technology.
Iphone can be downloaded to try free from
http://www.vocaltec.com Version 4.5.
(5mb) is best and easier to use than version
5.
After installing the program join the 'ham
radio' room (you can remove the default
'general' chat) a list appears of all the ham
stations around the world that are in the
room at that time. Ham stations come and
go staying as long as they wish, although
some repeater stations in the room stay
connected for long periods.
To make a contact click on the ham callsign
you want to talk to.
If you talk 'ham to ham' you are not going
out 'on the air', you are just talking on the
Internet. However, if the ham you are
talking to put you 'on the air' at his end you
could talk to another ham over the air. You
could also do the same at your end and
allow the ham you are talking to chat to
another ham at your end. Some USA hams
offer 2m or 70cm 'gateways' so local hams
in their area can talk to hams via the
Internet.

ARRL 10 Meter Contest- December 1999

XZOA DXpedition to Myanmar January/ February 2000

Jim G3OFE operating from the Guernsey ARS as MUOC (CDXC club call)

A somewhat different team photo

W6CF's Collection

Jim W6CF has one of the finest private collections of amateur radio
publications in the world. Here's part of it.

Steve G3VMW enjoys a short break

Phil G3SWH in 9M6

Member's Profile

Phil relaxing between QSOs at the Tanjung Aru

Don G3HZL currently President of FOC, making a presentation to Ron
Lindsay G3KTZ

Ron Wills, ZL2TT

The antennas at the Hillside Gardens Resort, 9M6AAC

Ron Wills ZL2TT (second from left) became a Silent Key recently. Steve G4JVG, Scott
GOSWG and Nikolai UA9KM enjoy a pint at the 1996 HF Convention
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